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Cosa c’é nella nebbia in Valpadana,

ci son cose che a dirle che non ci credi,

non ci credi nemmeno se le vedi,

a parte il fatto che non le vedi.

Cochi e Renato

Sappiamo che il nostro organismo

Secerne svariate sostanze

Ma il loro utilizzo ancora ci é ignoto

Per la nostra scarsa nozione del cosmo

Per la nostra scarsa nozione del corpo

A causa del fatto che misconosciamo

Le varie funzioni a cui esso é preposto

E perche’

Elio e le Storie Tese

The big top is for dreamers

we can take the circus

all the way to the border

Bruce Springsteen
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Introduction

Angiogenesis is the process by which new blood vessels are formed
from pre-existent ones and plays an important role in some physiological
processes and in many severe deseases. Angiogenesis is a fundamental step
in the growth of tumor, which needs an oxygen supply to grow beyond
a few millimeter size. Being a general feature shared by the most of
solid tumors, angiogenesis has become a promising target of anti-cancer
therapies.

The switch to the angiogenic phenotype appears to be determined by
the balance between endogenous angiogenesis promoters and inhibitors.
Angiostatin is a multi-modular protein, which was identified in 1994 as a
potent inhibitor of endothelial cell migration and proliferation (two funda-
mental steps in angiogenesis), and is already in clinical trials as anti-cancer
therapy. Despite the number of works and studies angiostatin mechanism
of inhibition at the molecular level is still mostly unknown.

In the last few years a big number of cell life fundamental process has
been found to be related with some kind of mechanical processes. Various
forms of mechanical forces are involved in these processes: the shear stress
due to hemodynamic fluid flow, the normal stress due to fluid pressure,
the internal tension of the cytoskeleton, and the tensile stress exerted both
by neighbouring cells and by the extracellular matrix.

Despite this innovative view of cell regulation, none of the various hy-
pothesis formulated to explain the molecular mechanism of angiostatin
anti-angiogenic effects take into account the chance that the activity of
angiostatin is mechanically regulated by in vivo applied forces. Recent ex-
perimental and computational data suggest infact that mechanical forces
are able to regulate the functional states of some proteins by stretching
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them into metastable intermediate conformations. Stretch induced con-
formational changes can potentially switch on biochemical signals, thus
inducing or inhibiting specific processes.

The recent development of experimental methods that permit to di-
rectly apply forces on single molecules and to monitor their response to
the applied force, now allows to investigate directly, in real time-fashion,
force dependent molecular processes and reactions. The single molecule
force spectroscopy, based on the atomic force microscope, enables us to
define, for the first time, the conditions under which a molecule unfolds
in response to an applied force. Combined with computational tecniques,
like molecular dynamics simulations, allows also to obtain structural and
conformational insights into the protein response to external mechanical
stress.

In this thesis, the hypothesis that the anti-angiogenic effect of angio-
statin is a mechanically regulated process is proposed and the existence of
the environmental conditions for this mechanochemical process is demon-
strated. The effect of applied forces on single angiostatin molecule is then
studied, by AFM based single molecule force spectroscopy combined with
steered molecular dynamics simulations. Finally, two possible models of
mechanochemical regulation of angiostatin activity are proposed, on the
basis of the experimental results and of the existent activity data.

All of my work was performed in the Nanobiotechnology and Atomic
Force Microscopy laboratory (Department of Biochemistry, University of
Bologna), under the supervision of Professor Bruno Samorí, within an
harmonious multi-disciplinary team composed by Giovanni Guarguaglini,
Massimo Sandal, and myself. The steered molecular dynamics simula-
tions were performed by Emidio Capriotti, in the Biocomputing laboratory
(CIRB - University of Bologna) leaded by Professoressa Rita Casadio.
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Introductory sections
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Chapter 1

Angiostatin and tumor

angiogenesis

1.1 Angiogenesis

Angiogenesis is the process by which new blood vessels are formed,
from pre-existing ones. The growth of new blood vessels requires quies-
cent endothelial cells to degrade the local basement membrane, to change
their morphology, to proliferate, to migrate, to invade into the surround-
ing stromal tissue, to form microtubes, to sprout new capillaries, and to
reconstitute the basement membrane [1][2].

1.1.1 Angiogenesis and its regulation

In healthy adult people the endothelial cells lining the blood vessel
wall are normally quiscent and angiogenesis is a rare event. Nevertheless
it is essential for embryogenesis, wound repair, tissue regeneration and
female reproductive cicle. Under these conditions angiogenesis is highly
regulated: turned on for brief periods and then completely inhibited [1][2].
Key roles in the regulation of angiogenesis are played by the interaction
between endothelial cells and extra-cellular matrix [3] and by extra-cellular
matrix remodelling and elasticity [4][5].

The regulation of angiogenesis is obtained by the balance between two
specific classes of molecules: angiogenesis promoters and angiogenesis in-
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hibitors. These molecules with opposing functions appear to be continu-
ously acting in concert to maintain a quiscent microvasculature in which
endothelial cell turnover is thousands of days. However, the same endothe-
lial cells can undergo rapid proliferation (5-day turnover) during spurts of
angiogenesis [6].

Persistent unregulated angiogenesis is the cause of many severe de-
seases. In rheumatoid arthritis, new capillary blood vessels invade the
joint surfaces and gradually destroy the cartilage by proteolysis. Ocular
neovascularization, commonly seen in diabetes and eye deseases, is asso-
ciated with leaky blood vessels that can easily break, bleed and lead to
blindness [7][8].

1.1.2 Tumor angiogenesis

Angiogenesis is a required fundamental process for the invasive growth
of tumor and for their metastatic potential. Tumor needs a network of new
blood vessels to supply nutrients and oxygen and to remove waste products
[6][9]. A very simple and convincing piece of evidence is an experiment
where a tiny piece of tumor tissue was implanted in the rabbit cornea [10].
The tumor implant changed its growth rate from linear to exponential
when newly formed blood vessels reached the tumor tissue. Mechanical
disruption of tumor induced vessels in the cornea could completely arrest
the tumor growth.

Autopsy studies in accident victims shows that the incidence of in situ
tumors is substantially higher than the documented prevalence of cancer,
indicating that tumor metastasis is a relatively infrequent phenomenon
[11]. Very often in in situ tumors, the secretion of proangiogenic factors
is balanced by the production of antiangiogenic molecules, leading to a
dormant, non-angiogenic tumor that is restricted to a micrscopic size (0.5
to 1 mm in diameter).

The change from a quiescent to an invasive phenotype is invariably
accompained by the acquisition of angiogenic properties and vasculariza-
tion of the tumor. Frequently tumors turn on this angiogenic switch by
changing the local balance of angiogenesis promoters and inhibitors [6].
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Tumors rapidly outgrow the capacity of the vasculature in their host tis-
sue to provide nutrition and oxygenation, and are inherently hypoxic. In
response to hypoxia, they produce a number of potent protein-mediators
that stimulate the growth of new blood vessels. These angiogenic factors
are not specific to tumors, they are produced by all tissues in response to
hypoxia [12].

1.1.3 Endogenous angiogenesis inhibitors

The list of antiangiogenic endogenous factors is rapidly expanding. The
underlying mechanisms of these angiogenesis inhibitors to interfere with
the formation of new blood vessels occur at different steps [2]. According
to their mode of action, angiogenesis inhibitors can be classified as:

• direct endothelial cell inhibitors;

• angiogenic factor antagonists;

• angiogenic factor receptor antagonists;

• protease inhibitors;

• anti-inflammatory compounds;

• matrix protein antagonists;

• cytokines;

Interestingly, several endogenous angiogenesis inhibitors are proteolytic
fragments of larger precursor proteins. Among these inhibitors, angiosta-
tin, endostatin, and serpin antithrombin have been reported to be the
most specific inhibitors of angiogenesis [13].

Proteases appear therefore to have two opposite roles in the angio-
genic process [14]. On the one hand, the proteolitic activity produced by
quiescent endothelial cells is necessary to accomplish the basement mem-
brane degradation process, one of the first steps in new vessels formation.
Furthermore it releases some pro-angiogenic factors from the extracellular
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matrix. On the other hand, proteolytic activity contributes to the down-
regulation of the angiogenic process by generating endogenous inhibitors
from larger precursor proteins. All of this raises the paradoxical question
of why tumor cells produce angiogenesis inhibitors, as tumor growth and
metastasis require a positive switch.

The double role of proteases in the angiogenic process is thought to be
related with the results of some clinical and preclinical studies [6]. They
show that removal of primary tumors leads to rapid growth of previously
dormant micrometastases, suggesting that primary tumors produce solu-
ble factors that suppress the growth of small tumors at remote sites.

The biological half-lives of endogenous angiogenesis inhibitors is sub-
stantially longer than that of the pro-angiogenic factors (minutes vs sev-
eral hours). The differential half-life is thought to effectively create an
elevated level of anti-angiogenic activity in the systemic circulation. Re-
moval of the primary tumors results in a dramatic reduction in circulating
anti-angiogenic factors, tipping the local angiogenic balance in remote
metastases toward vascularization, growth and metastasis.

1.1.4 Angiogenesis as a therapeutic target against can-

cer

As first proposed by Folkman in 1971 [15], the inhibition of angiogene-
sis offers a great therapeutic potential against tumor and metastasis [15].
Almost all known angiogenesis inhibitors have been tested for their ther-
apeutic potential in animal tumor models [2]. As expected, most of them
produce some effects against tumor growth, althoguh their efficacies vary
according to reports af various laboratories.

Encouraged by these preclinical data, there are about 50 angiogenesis
inhibitors including angiostatin that have entered into early phases of hu-
man cancer trails [16]. The challenges in these approaches are significant,
requiring the careful application of biological knowledge to clinical prac-
tice, in aiding the identification of the most appropriate targets, agents
and study designs [12]. Preclinical studies show that combinations of
anti-angiogenic therapy with other existing cancer therapies including ra-
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diotherapy and chemotherapy produce synergistic effects in experimetal
tumors [2][14].

1.2 Angiostatin

Originally discovered in 1994 by Folkman and coworkers, angiostatin
was identified as an internal fragment of plasminogen, through its an-
titumor effects in mice [17]. It was firstly referred to contain four of the
kringle domains of plasminogen (amino acids 78-440). In the literature an-
giostatin fragments may contain either the first three, four or five kringle
domains (respectively K1-3, K1-4 and K1-5). Angiostatin has been doc-
umented to be a potent inhibitor of angiogenesis. It was infact shown
to inhibit endothelial cell migration and proliferation in vitro [17][21][19],
to induce endothelial cell apoptosis [20] and to suppress tumor growth in
animals[17][21].

1.2.1 Angiostatin in anti-cancer therapies

Angiostatin is already in phase I in clinical trials. Nevertheless, several
major obstacoles that hamper angiostatin therapy should be overcome
before a large number of cancer patients are tested [2]. These include:

• high dosages required (at least a few grams each day);

• repetead administrations (one to several injections a day);

• prolonged protein therapy;

• risk of toxicity due to the production in mircoorganisms;

• high expenses for both producers and consumers;

To overcome these obstacles, alternative approaches have been devel-
oped, including angiostatin gene therapy and combination with other in-
hibitors or other therapies.
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Figure 1.1: Kringle domains structure. (A) Three-dimensional structure of the
kringle domain K1 of angiostatin. The β-sheet (blue colored), the disulphide bonds
(yellow colored) and the cystein residues (red colored) are evidenced. (B) Sketch of
a two-dimensional structure of a kringle domain. The three disulphide bonds (yellow
colored) determine the typical triple-loop topology.

1.2.2 Kringles structure

Kringle domains are compact structures having virtually no secondary
structure. The only secondary structure is tipically an antiparallel β-sheet
composed of 2-3 amino acids per strand (figure 1.1(A)).

Kringle domains are characterized by a triple loop structure linked by
three disulphide bonds (figure 1.1(B)). The primary amino acid sequence
of each kringle domain is composed of about 80 amino acids. Sequence
analysis on the kringle domains of human angiostatin display an identity
of about the 50% [18]. Both Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and X-ray
cristallography demonstrates that the high degree of sequence homology
translates into a remarkably uniform conformation.

Kringle domains have been shown to be protein recognition modules
in virtually all cases where a function has been identified. Many of the
kringle domains display lysine binding sites [22] (all of the five kringle of
angiostatin except K3).

In 2000 the cristal structure of angiostatin K1-3 was obtained and
it’s still the only multikringle cristalized structure [23]. The three kringle
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domains come together to form a triangular bowl-like structure. An in-
terkringle disulphide bond between K2 and K3 contributes significantly to
the relative orientation of the two domains.

The linker sequences between the kringle domains are non-structured
and of variable length (from 3 to 30 amino acids).

1.2.3 Angiostatin production

Angiostatin is the result of a proteolytic cascade on plasminogen [24][25].
The first step is the proteolytic cleavage of the N-terminus fragment of
plasminogen (performed by the plasminogen activators uPA and tPA and
by some metalloelastases), leading to the generation of plasmin. The sec-
ond step is the reduction of two disulphide bonds of K5 and successive
proteolysis of plasmin, leading to angiostatin K1-4 plus a fragment of
K5. Finally this fragment can be cleaved from various matrix metallopro-
teinases to produce the other fragments K1-4 and K1-3.

The plasmin reductase involved in plasmin processing has been shown
to be phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) [26]. However, other molecules able
to reduce K5 disulphide bonds in vitro has been identified. Some examples
are thioredoxin and Protein Disulphide Isomerase (PDI) [27].

1.3 Angiostatin bindings and proposed mech-

anisms of action

Like many other endogenous angiogenesis inhibitors, the molecular
mechanisms of angiostatic activity of angiostatin remain poorly charac-
terized. Although great efforts have focused on identification and charac-
terization of endothelial cell surface receptors, it is not known if some of
these endothelial angiostatin binding molecules can transduce inhibitory
signals. Likewise, the intracellular signaling molecules that mediate an-
giostatic activity of angiostatin remain to be characterized.
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1.3.1 Binding with endothelial cell extracellular ma-

trix

Angiostatin K1-4 has recentely been demonstrated to bind the extra-
cellular matrix of endothelial cells and the protein tetranectin [28]. In the
same work it’s been demonstrated that the tetranectin inhibits both the
binding of K1-4 to the ECM and its anti-proliferation activity, suggesting
a correlation between the two processes.

1.3.2 Binding with ATPase and endothelial cell apop-

tosis

Pizzo and coworkers have discovered that angiostatine binds to the α

and β subunits of mitochondrial F1-F0 ATP synthase and that the AT-
Pase can be found on the surface of endothelial cells [29] (and not on the
surface of other cells). They have also shown that angiostatin is a po-
tent inhibitor of ATPase activity in ATP synthesis [30]. This inhibition
could lead to a drop in the intracellular pH, triggering apoptotic events
in endothelial cells. This hypothesis is supported by more recent data:
it’s been proved that also K1-5 binds to the endothelial ATP synthase
and that the caspase-mediated endothelial apoptosis is essential for K1-5
anti-angiogenic activity [31]. This also suggest that the specificity of K1-5
activity to endothelial cells is attributable, at least in part, to its interac-
tion with the endothelial cell surface ATP synthase.

1.3.3 Binding with integrin αvβ3 and competition with

plasmin

Takada and coworkers have found that angiostatin specifically binds
to integrin αvβ3 on the surface of bovine endothelial cells [32]. Further
they’ve shown that plasmin is also a ligand for for αvβ3 [33]. Being plasmin
a promoter of angiogenesis, the model proposed is that the binding of
plasmin to αvβ3 triggers a pro-angiogenic signal and that angiostatin is a
competitor of plasmin with αvβ3.
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1.3.4 FAK deregulation and binding with angiomotin

Angiostatin has been demonstrated to activate focal adesion kinase
activity, resulting in the inhibition of endothelial cells migration and their
apoptosis [20]. One of the mechanisms of Focal Adhesion Kinase activation
has been related to the recentely identified protein angiomotin [34]. An-
giomotin does not appear to be a cell surface receptor, nor does it contain
a signal sequence for secretion, but nevertheless appear to bind angiosta-
tin on the surface of endothelial cells. Cells that contain angiomotin has
been found to be able to internalize angiostatin, leading to an induction
of Focal Adhesion Kinase activity.

1.4 Kringle structures activities

The activity of the different multi-kringle fragments has been studied
in various work, to get more insights into the anti-angiogenic activity of
angiostatin itself. These studies have revealed interesting synergistic and
antagonistic effects, leading to a very complex picture.

1.4.1 Anti-proliferative activity

Among the five individual kringles of angiostatin, K5 and K1 has been
identified by in vitro experiments as the most potent inhibitors for en-
dothelial cell growth, while K4 is virtually inactive [18][35] (figure 1.2(A)).
The ranking order of endothelial cell growth inhibition is K5 > K1 > K3

> K2 > K4.
Studies on various multi-kringle domains [18] shows that angiostatin

K1-4 antiproliferative effect on endothelial cells is higher than the one
of each of the four single domain composing it. Furthermore a slightly
increased activity is reported for K1-3(figure 1.2(B)). These results confirm
that the presence of K4 is not required for anti-endothelial growth activity
and suggest that its removal from angiostatin might potentiate its activity.

Tha kringle domain K5 (both the proteolytic and the recombinant one)
displays more potent anti-proliferative effect than other individual kringles
and K5 alone exhibits several folds greater effect than the K1-4 [35]. A
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Figure 1.2: Inhibitory activity of multi-kringle fragments on endothelial cell
proliferation [18]. The percentage indicate the change in cell number in endothelial
cell proliferation assays. The higher the decrease in cell number (the higher the bar
length), the higher the fragment activity.(A) Activity of K1, K2, K4, and their combi-
nation as individual kringles. (B) Compared activity of various kringle fragments. (C)
Relative activity of K2, K3 and K2-3.

combination of K1-4 and K5 produce a remarkably synergic activity and
infact, K1-5 has been reported to be the most potent endothelial cell
growth inhibitor among the various multi-kringle fragments [36].

All of the data about the activity of combined multi-kringle structures
are characterized by evident synergistic and antagonistic effects. The K2-3
fragment for example displays a lower activity than the one of K2 and K3

alone, while a markedly increased inhibition is reported for the combina-
tion of the two individual kringles (figure 1.2(C)). The opposite situation is
found for the K1-3 fragment, whose anti-proliferative activity is markedly
higher than the one of K1 and K2-3 alone (figure 1.2(B)). When combin-
ing the two fragments, they appear to interfer with each other and the
resulting activity is lower than the one of K1 alone and comparable with
the one of K2-3.

Recombinant K1-5 has also been proved to cause cell cycle arrest and
apoptosis, in a endothelial cell specific manner [37].
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1.4.2 Anti-migratory activity

Despite of its marginal anti-proliferative activity, kringle 4 has been
found to be one of the most potent fragments in inhibiting cell migra-
tion (figure 1.3(A)). On the other hand, K1-3 manifest only modest anti-
migratory effect but does not seem to affect K4 activity in angiostatin
K1-4 which is a potent endothelial cell migration inhibitor [19]. K5 has
been found to have an anti-migratory activity comparable to the one of
K1-4 [38].

Figure 1.3: Inhibitory activity of multi-kringle fragments on endothelial cell
migration [19]. The percentage indicate the change in cell number in endothelial cell
migration assays. The higher the decrease in cell number (the higher the bar length),
the higher the fragment activity.(A) Compared activities of K4, K1-3, their combination
and the complete K1-4. (B) Compared activities of K1, K2-3, their combination and
K1-3. (C) Compared activities of K2, K3, their combination and K2-3.

Synergistic and antogonistic effects have been evidenced also for anti-
migratory activity (figure 1.3(B-C)). The K2-3 fragment shows a high
activity, comparable with the one of K4. K1 shows a very low activity
and has been found to be responsible of the modest activity of K1-3,
which is markedly lower than K2-3 one. The combination of the two
individual fragments (K1 and K2-3) leads to an high activity, comparable
to the one of K2-3 alone. The latter also shows a higher activity than the
combination of the two individual domains K2 and K3.
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1.4.3 Anti-endothelial cell activity and lysine binding

sites

The activity data reported in the two previous sections evidences that,
despite their structural similarity and sequence homology, kringle domains
appear to have distinct inhibitory profiles on the endothelial cell activities
associated to angiogenesis. This observation is exemplified by the marked
differences between K1 and K4 anti-endothelial cell activities. The K1 do-
main inhibits endothelial cell proliferation but has only a marginal effect
on endothelial cell migration. In contrast, K4 is a potent anti-migratory
agent with very little activity on endothelial cell proliferation. Although
they share high conformational uniformity and nearly 50% of sequence
identity. Furthermore both of the domains shows high lysine binding po-
tential, leading to the conclusion that the lysine binding site of the kringle
structures may not be directly involved in both anti-proliferative and anti-
migratory activity [2][19].

1.4.4 Kringle 4 peculiarities and activity

The mechanism explaining the dissociation of anti-proliferative and
anti-migratory activity attributed to K4, compared with the other kringle
domains, is still unknown. A unique feature of K4 is that it contains
two clusters of positively charged lysine residues, adiacent to cysteine 22

and cysteine 78, configuring an exposed and positively charged area which
lacks in the other kringles [2].

To get more insights about K4 anti-migratory action, Di Bello and
coworkers has recently studied the activity of various recombinant frag-
ments of K4 (K4-A, K4-B and K4-C, as reported in figure 1.4), in their
linear and cyclic form [39]. As a result of these studies, the linear K4-A
and the cyclic K4-C shows the highest activity, even higher than the entire
K4 domain.
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Figure 1.4: Fragments of kringle 4. Two dimensional sketch of K4 structure. The
different fragments studied by Di Bello and co-workers [39] are evidenced.

1.4.5 Kringle activities and disulphide bonds

When incubated with DTT at high concentration and then alkylated,
angiostatin K1-4 is reported to loose its anti-proliferative and anti-migrato-
ry activity, which has been interpreted as a clue of the importance of the
native fold of kringle domains in their angiostatic activity [18][19]. This
observation is based on the hypothesis that disulphide bonds reduction
causes disruption of the native folded conformation of the kringle domains.

On the other hand, Samorí and coworkers have recentely demonstrated,
by single molecule force spectroscopy tecniques, that kringle domains
maintain their folded structure after reducing treatments [40]. Further-
more reduced K5 has been proved to have higher anti-migratory activ-
ity than the native one [38]. More studies and experiments are therefore
needed to elucidate the relations between angiostatin activity and its disul-
phide bonds reduction.
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Chapter 2

Mechanochemical regulation of

protein functions

2.1 Mechanical stress and biological regula-

tion

Cells in the body are subjected to various forms of mechanical forces:
the shear stress due to hemodynamic fluid flow, the normal stress due to
fluid pressure, the internal tension of the cytoskeleton, the tensile stress
exerted both by neighbouring cells and by the extracellular matrix. All
of these mechanical forces can induce deformation as well as biological
responses in cells.

There is infact ample evidence to suggest that forces play an important
role in many important processes in cells and tissues life cycle. Mechanical
stress has been proved to have regulatory effects on gene expression in
vascular cells [41][42], muscle cells [43][44] and extracellular matrix [45].
Mechanical forces associated with blood flow play important roles in the
regulation of arterial structure and remodelling [46]. Mechanical stress
has also been proved to affect the intracellular nuclear structure [47] and
extra-cellular matrix remodelling [48].

Although these mechanical stresses play important roles in physiolog-
ical processes, they can also be pathophysiological. Examples of patho-
logical defects resulting from mechanical stresses are muscle hypertrophy
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[44], artherosclerosis, hypertension, restenosis [49] and various heart dys-
function [50].

2.1.1 The mechanochemical crosstalk between extra-

cellular matrix and adherent cells

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is the substrate for cell adhesion,
growth and differentiation, and it provides structure, organization and
mechanical support to tissues. Beyond these scaffolding functions how-
ever, the ECM is responsible for transmitting environmental signals to
cells, affecting essentially all aspects of cell’s life. ECM undergoes infact
constant, continous remodeling. These changes in structure and conforma-
tion induce variations in the mechanical compliance of the ECM subtrate
and result in the application of mechanical tension on the adherent cells
[51].

On the other hand all living cells generate internal tension within con-
tractile microfilaments in their cytoskeleton and they exert this tension on
their surface membrane and consequently on the extracellular environment
[53][54]. These mechanical signals are transmitted from inside to outside
the cell across the transmembrane receptors that mediate cell adhesions
[52].

The force exerted by a single focal adhesion has been recently measured
in real time and in live cells [55]. The reported average stress density is
about 5 nN/µm2 and the lower limit of the stress acting on each mole-
cule of the adhesion site is estimated in the order 1 pN. More recently
another work has reported slightly lower values (0,6 nN/µm2) for the av-
erage stress exerted by a single endothelial cell [56] on its surroundings. In
the same work, it was also reported that traction stress measured inside
a subconfluent epithelium is definitely higher than the one measured for
single cells, evidencing a strong cooperative behaviour.

On this basis an innovative view of cell regulation has emerged in the
last few years, based on complex relations and interactions between me-
chanics, structure and chemistry [51][52]. Transmembrane actin-integrin
adhesion complexes provide dynamic, bidirectional, mechanical links be-
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tween the ECM and the cytoskeleton. Cells use these complexes as mecha-
nosensors to probe the rigidity of the extracellular evironment, mediate
adhesion, trigger signalling and remodel the extracellular matrix.

2.2 Effects of forces on biomolecules confor-

mation

The question now is how the mechanical interaction between cells and
ECM is transduced into biochemical signals that induce biological re-
sponses. The actual role of mechanochemical transducers is obviously
played by the molecules which constitutes cells and ECM, and by their
response to applied mechanical tension [57].

The biological molecules candidates for this transduction role are vari-
ous. The tension directly applied on the cytoskeleton may deform some of
its components, such as actin filaments and microtubules, and indirectly
deform other protein attached to them [58]. ECM molecules might ex-
perience forces directly applied by adherent cells or due to the relative
movements of the ECM components [53]. These forces may deform ECM
proteins and therefore alter their biological functionality [59]. Other can-
didates for mechanochemical transduction can also be found within trans-
membrane elements. Integrins can deform under mechanical loading and
change their ability to form focal adhesion complexes with the cytoskele-
ton [60][61]. Stretching forces applied on ion channels can alter the ion
transport through the cell membrane [62].

All of the above considerations lead to the idea that a key role in the
cells mechanochemical tranduction process is played by the deformation of
biomolecules in response to mechanical stress. It is therefore fundamental
to consider the effects of forces on biochemical reactions, especially on
conformational transition.
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2.2.1 Effect of force on thermodynamics and kinetics

of chemical reactions

Many biochemical reactions proceed via large conformational changes
within or between interacting molecules. Such conformational changes
provide convenient, well defined mechanical reaction coordinates that can
be used to follow the progress of the reaction [63]. Examples of these
reaction coordinates are the end-to-end distance of a molecule as it is
being stretched, the position of a molecular motor as it moves along a
track, the deformation of an enzyme’s binding pocket when it binds the
substrate.

When a force is applied to a chemical bond, its effect is to lower the
activation energy associated with the kinetic barrier to bond breaking,
along the mechanical reaction coordinate, and to make the broken bond
the themodinamically preferred state. The crossing of the barrier and the
breaking of the bond is itself always a thermally activated process.

As a first approximation, an applied force tilts the free energy surface
along the mechanical reaction coordinate by an amount linearly dependent
on the distance, which represents the work done on the sistem by the
external force [64]. Therefore the free energy difference ∆G between two
sistem states A and B along the reaction coordinate x depends on the
force such that

∆G(F ) = ∆G(0)− F · (xB − xA) (2.1)

The equilibrium constant of the reaction A ⇔ B results to depend
exponentially on the external force [63][64]. The application of a force
assisting or opposing the transition can therefore alter the equilibrium of
the reaction, increasing or reducing the population of state B relative to
state A.

This feature is graphically exemplified in figure (2.1), which shows how
the force shifts the equilibrium toward state B by lowering of the barrier
in the free energy profile. The figure also evidences that the force induce
different shifts in the positions of the minima states A and B along the
reaction coordinate. These shifts depend inversely on the local curvature
of the potential well: the steeper the potential well (i.e. the more localized
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Figure 2.1: Effect of force on a two state free energy landscape. (A) Two
state energy landscape with no applied force. (B) The solid curve represents the effect
of the applied force F on the initial landscape (dashed line). The figure evidences the
lowering of the energy barrier, and also the positive shift of the free energy minima and
the negative shift of the transition state [63].

the state), and the lesser the effect of force on its position. If states A

and B are characterized by potential well with the same curvature, their
minima are shifted of the same amounts.

The application of the concept of the tilted free energy landscape to
the kinetic description of the reaction yeld to an exponential dependency
of the kinetic rates of reaction on the external force [63][64]:

kA→B(F ) = kA→B(0) exp

(
F∆x+

A→B

kBT

)
(2.2)

where kA→B(0) and kA→B(F ) are the reaction rates respectively at force
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zero and F , and ∆x+
A→B is the distance between the minima state A and

the transition state along the reaction coordinate.

2.2.2 Elasticity of random chain molecule

The deformability of random chain molecule (like a DNA molecule or
an amino acids non-structured chain) is largely controlled by the entropic
elasticity. When a stretching force is applied as to constrain the polymer,
its conformational space is shrinked: at full elongation there would be
ideally only one conformation available (a fully straight one). Given that
a large majority of conformations are virtually at the same energy, entropy
dominates the process, generating an opposing force.

The exact profile of the force (F) versus extension (x) is often well
described by the worm-like chain model (WLC) of entropic elasticity, a
statistical model for polymer chain conformation that very well describes
the dependence of the applied force F on the molecule extension x [65]:

F =
kBT

p

(
x

L
+

1

4

(
1− x

L

)−2

− 1

4

)
(2.3)

where L is the contour length and p is the persistence length of the chain
molecule. The latter one is the distance at which bending of the chain in a
point influences its neighbourood and it’s related to the elastic properties
of the chain: the more the persistence length is high, the more the molecule
is rigid. The WLC model describes very well the entropic elasticity of the
molecule, as long as L>>p. For a typical DNA molecule the persistence
length as been reported to be about 50 nm. For a non-structured protein
chain the persistence length varies form one to a few amino acids (from 3

to 15 Å).

In figure 2.2 is reported the dependence of the force on the molecule ex-
tension predicted by the WLC model. The response to the applied force is
clearly non-linear, very far from an ideal spring behavior. While extension
approaches the complete elongation, the resisting force rises steeply and
approaches infinity. Often the elasticity deviates from the WLC profile,
implying the existence of an enthalpic component in the response of the
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Figure 2.2: Titin mechanical unfolding: force versus extension curve. The
saw tooth pattern characteristic of multimodular proteins mechanical unfolding. The
specific curve come from the unfolding of a single Ig8 titin fragment [88]. Each unfolding
peak profile is fitted with the WLC function, which describes the entropic elasticity of
chain molecules.

molecule extension. Such deviations can be the result of intramolecular
rearrangements and/or of rupture of chemical bonds.

2.3 Mechanical and mechanochemical action

of multimodular proteins

During the last few years, new revolutionary tecniques have been de-
veloped, able to induce and monitor the mechanical unfolding of single
protein molecules [66][67]. These tecniques have demonstrated that the
tertiary structure of multimodular proteins can’t be deformed continu-
ously by applying an external force. The protein modules were found
to break sequentially and each rupture was marked by a force peak in
the force-extension curve (figure 2.2). Once ruptured, a module unraveled
completely as an entropic chain (i.e., shows a WLC force-extension profile)
before another rupture event was observed.
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Protein ∆G0

(kcal/mol)
Fu (pN) ∆x+

f→u

(nm)
kf→u(0)

(s−1)

I27 domain from
titin

7, 6 ≈ 100 0, 59 ≈ 10−6

I28 domain from
titin

3, 0 ≈ 250 0.25 10−5−10−6

Spectrin 4, 8 25− 35 1, 7 ≈ 10−5

Ubiquitin (N-C
linked)

6, 7 ≈ 200 0, 25 ≈ 10−4

Ubiquitin (K48-
C linked)

6, 7 ≈ 80 0, 63 ≈ 10−4

Table 2.1: Thermodynamic and mechanical properties of selected mole-
cules. The table evidences that there is no correlation between the thermodynamic
stability (∆G0) and the mechanical stability (Fu) of protein domains. All unfolding
forces are quoted for pulling speeds between 300 and 600 nm/s [63]

.

2.3.1 Mechanical stability of multimodular proteins

The mechanical stability of protein domains (given by the most prob-
able unfolding force) is not correlated with their thermodynamic stability
(given by its ∆G), but strongly depends on the reaction pathway imposed
by the applied force [63]. This feature is clearly evidenced in table 2.1,
which reports the thermodynamic and mechanical properties of some se-
lected protein molecules. Emblematic is the case of ubiquitin, which shows
very different mechanical properties if stretched along two different path-
ways [68].

Mechanical stability of proteins strongly depends on the free energy
profile along the reaction coordinate, specifically on the location of the
transition state and on the height of the energy barrier (which is related
to kf→u(0)). The more compliant domains (having longer distances to the
transition states) stretch in response to low applied forces, while the more
brittle ones (with shorter distances to their transition states) mantain
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their structure under higher applied forces and would only unfold under
extreme force conditions (see table 2.1).

The forced unfolding protein domains is an all or none process initiated
by the catastrophic rupture of a specific structure element (a β-sheet,
an α-helics or a group of hydrogen bonds), which lead abruptly to the
unfolding of the whole domain structure into a random coil chain. Proteins
appear infact to unfold in a highly cooperative manner and secondary
structures are not stable independently on their tertiary context. In other
words, secondary and tertiary interaction energies are not independent
and the coupling energy cannot be neglected [63].

The mechanical stability of the protein is therefore strongly related to
its molecular structure. Proteins that contains β-sheet has been found
infact to unfold at much higher forces and exhibit less compliance than
those that are predominantly α-helical [69]. Considering that β-sheet
sheets are held together by short range interactions (hydrogen bonds)
while α-helics are maintained by more delocalized interactions (hydropho-
bic forces), leads to the conclusion that the mechanical stability of proteins
is strongly influenced by the local structure near the mechanical breakpoint
and not by the global domain structure [70][71][72].

The mechanically forced transition from the folded to the unfolded
state can take place via metastable intermediate conformations [74][75].
In these cases the mechanical unfolding occurs along a complex free energy
profile with multiple energetic barriers, and may exhibit different rate-
limiting transitions in different ranges of forces (figure 2.3). In these cases
the previously described tilting effect of the force on the energy profile
(section 2.2.1) can subvert the energy order of a number of states and
the height of the different energy barriers. Infact an applied force would
reduce to a greater extent the energy barriers located further along the
mechanical reaction cordinate than those located at positions closer to the
folded structure [73].
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Figure 2.3: Effect of force on a three state free energy landscape. The
dashed line represents the landscape of a sistem characterized by a folded state (f), an
intermediate state (int) and an unfolded state (u). The applied force bends the profile,
causing the change of the barrier dominating the kinetiks of the reaction [63].

2.3.2 Physiological relevance of the mechanical stabil-

ity of protein molecules

Many multimodular proteins have a defined mechanical function and
have to sustain the action of applied mechanical forces in vivo. For these
molecules, their resistence to unfolding in response to an applied mechan-
ical force is of critical physiological importance.

Figure 2.4 shows the different behaviour under mechanical stress of
three possible molecule structures: short polymer chain, long polymer
chain and multimodular protein. The latter one is the one which can
sustain the higher work, by releasing the tension each time a single domain
unfolds [76]. Furthermore, once the external force is released, the domains
refolding process ensures the complete recovery of the initial situation. In
other words, the reversible sequential unfolding of domains act as a buffer,
keeping relatively low the force acting on the molecule for long times and
resisting to an overall high mechanical work.

Titin is the protein responsible for passive elasticity in the skeletal
and cardiac muscle sarcomere. Fernandez and co-workers have recentely
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Figure 2.4: Molecules resistence to an applied force. The figure shows the force
versus extension curve for three different kind of molecules: a short one, a long one,
and a multi-domain one. The short molecule resists pulling up to a high force before
it breaks at small extensions. The energy required to break this short molecule (area
under the curve) is small. A long molecule behaves like an entropic spring and yields
to the pulling force up to large extensions. The energy to break the long molecule
is larger than that for the small molecule, but the forces at low extensions are small.
Finally, the long molecule compacted into domains resists pulling already at small
extensions. Before the molecule’s backbone can break at high forces, modules unfold
at intermediate forces. Repeated unfolding of molecules allows stretching up to large
extensions and requires significant energy [76].

proposed, on experimental basis, a model in which titin functions as a
molecular spring [77]: the muscle elasticity at low forces is attributed to
the compliance of titin’s PEVK and N2B regions, while the more brit-
tle Ig domains provides titin the mechanical buffer necessary to adsorb
potentially damaging higher forces, or forces applied for a long period of
time. Furthermore, even after high titin deformation, the refolding process
ensures the return of the sarcomere to its initial dimension after muscle
relaxation.

2.3.3 Mechanical regulation of the functional state of

proteins

Recent experimental and computational data suggest that mechani-
cal forces regulate the functional states of some proteins by stretching
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them into metastable intermediate conformations. Stretch induced con-
formational changes can potentially switch on biochemical signals, thus
inducing or inhibiting specific processes.

Three different means has been evidenced [59], by which a stretch-
ing force can alter a multimodular protein conformation and therefore its
functional state: exposing cryptic sites, deforming the conformation of a
binding site, changing the relative distance of synergic binding sites.

Exposure of cryptic sites. In some cases, the force applied on a
protein module can stretch it into a conformation in which a binding site,
normally buried in the folded equilibrium conformation, is exposed and
able to bind a receptor. The effect of the force is therefore to turn on a
biochemical switch.

Deforming the conformation of a binding site. The receptor-
ligand binding is mainly realized through non-covalent bonds (such as
hydrogen bonds), which are rather weak individually but, in sufficient
number, can be strong collectively. However, hydrogen bonding operates
only within narrow geometric ranges [57]. Therefore the three-dimensional
geometry local to the binding pocket of the receptor and the ligand dic-
tates the characteristics of the bond. Good conformational matches lead
to strong and long-lasting bonds, whereas poor conformational matches
do the converse. An applied mechanical force may deform the binding
site of the receptor (or the ligand), thereby altering the receptor-ligand
conformational match and its affinity.

Changing the relative distance between synergic binding sites.

An applied force can also change the relative distance of two binding sites
that bind the same receptor molecule. This effect can either destroy an
existent synergy in the equilibrium conformation or bring the two sites to
the correct distance for a synergic binding on the receptor molecule.

The example of fibronectin. Fibronectin is a cell adhesion protein,
which regulates many cellular functions by directly binding to integrins
and has been proposed as one of the molecules responsible for the initial
transformation of mechanical forces into biochemical signals [59].

Fibronectin fibrillogenesis has been recently proposed to be started
by the mechanically induced transition of FNIII1 module from its native
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Figure 2.5: Mechanical regulation of fibronectin function. Cartoon representa-
tion of three conformational states of the FNIII9-FNIII10 structure. The pre-stretched
state (the equilibrium one with no applied force) shows the exposure of the RGD-loop
and its distance of 35 Å from the synergy site. In the functionally decoupled state (a
partially stretched intermediate state) the RGD loop still shows the correct exposure
to bind integrins, but the distance with the FNIII9 site is now too high and synergic
effect is destroyed. Further stretching of the structure leads to the rupture of a β-sheet
and to a drastically reduced exposure of the RGD loop [80].

folded conformation into an intermediate one. This metastable domain
conformation exposes crucial sites for fibrillogenesis, normally buried in
the native folded state [78].

The RGD loop of the FNIII10 is the sites by which fibronectin binds
to integrins. The RGD sequence must be exposed at a distance of at least
11 Å from fibronectin surface, to ensure an optimal binding to integrins.
This distance is ensured in the native state by the presence of a β-sheet,
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which stabilize the RGD conformation. Unfortunately, that β-sheet is
the one which first unravels under applied force, leading to a drastically
reduced exposure of the RGD loop (figure 2.5). The binding affinity of the
fibronectine FNIII10 for integrins appears therefore to be force regulated
[59][79].

The affinity of fibronectin for integrin binding is not only related to
the RGD loop of the FNIII10 domain. This binding site has been found
to act in synergy with another site in its neighbour domain FNIII9. The
distance between the two sites to act in synergy is 32 Å, exactly the
one they show in the FNIII10-FNIII9 native folded state. Once a force is
applied to the structure, an intermediate functionally decoupled state is
reached, where the distance of the two sites is increased to 55 Å and the
synergy is therefore destroyed (figure 2.5)[80].
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Chapter 3

Single proteins manipulation

tecniques

3.1 Single molecule force spectroscopy

The recent development of experimental methods that permit to di-
rectly apply forces on single molecules and to monitor their response to
the applied force, now allows to investigate directly, in real time-fashion,
force dependent molecular process and reactions [66][81]. An experiment
performed by these force spectroscopy tecniques has two main advantages.
First, it is a single molecule experiment, so that it is potentially possible
to observe differences in the transition events from molecule to molecule.
Second, the behaviour of the molcule is studied along a well-defined me-
chanical reaction coordinate, allowing to probe alternative regions of the
energy landscape.

3.1.1 The atomic force microscope

The atomic force microscope [83] belongs to a more general class of
instruments normally called scanning probe microscopes. The functioning
of these kind of microscopes is based on a physical entity whose value de-
pends, in a known manner, on the distance between the surface to image
and a specific probe. By scanning the area of interest with the probe and
measuring point by point the value of that physical entity, it’s possible
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to reconstruct the morphology of the surface. The scanning tunneling
microscope was the first implemented probe microscope [84] and is based
on the tunneling effect between a conductive tiny tip and a conductive
surface. The tunneling current strongly depends on the tip-surface dis-
tance.Variations in the measured current can therefore be directly related
to the surface morphology.

The imaging capability of the atomic force microscope is based on a
purely mechanical principle. The probe consists of a solid microscopic
tip located at the end of a flexible lever, commonly called cantilever (fig-
ure 3.1(A)-(B)). The cantilever flects in response to the tip-surface in-
teraction force (figure 3.1(C)-(D)). For small deformations the cantilever
behave like a hookian spring and the extent of its deflection is linearly
dependent on the applied force. The extent of the cantilever deflection
is revealed and amplified by an optical lever sistem (composed by a laser
beam, a mirror and a photodiode), with a resolution of the order of the
nanometer. The sample is hosted by a piezoelectric scanner, allowing a
three axis movement of the sample surface relatively to the tip, or vicev-
ersa (figure 3.1(E)). The image of the sample morphology is obtained by
bringing the tip in contact or in the vicinity of the surface, scanning the
area of interest and reconstructing point by point the sample height from
the cantilever deflection.

The atomic force miscroscope allows to reach the sub-micrometers scale
resolution and is very suitable for biological samples because it easily works
in closed fluid physiological environment [85].

3.1.2 Sensing forces in the piconewton scale

Despite the fact that it was originally realized for surface imaging, the
AFM is intrinsically a dynamometer. The cantilever deflection provide
infact a direct measure of the forces applied by the surface on the cantilever
tip. The most important constructive parameter for this deflection-force
convertion, is the cantilever spring constant. Dependently on cantilever
dimensions and shape, the spring constant ranges from a few pN/nm to a
few hundreds pN/nm. Being capable to measure the deflection with the
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Figure 3.1: The atomic force microscope. (A) SEM image of a V-shaped can-
tilever (the bar corresponds to 10µm). (B) SEM image of the tip of the V-shaped
cantilever (the bar corresponds to 1µm). (C) Effect of attractive and repulsive interac-
tion forces on the cantilever deflection and on the laser reflection. (D) Force acting on
the cantilever as a function of the tip-surface distance. The attractive force preceeding
the contact is mainly due to Van der Waals and capillarity forces. (E) Scheme of the
atomic force microscope [86].
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Figure 3.2: Single molecule force spectroscopy. (A) Typical force versus distance
curve from an approach (red) and retraction (blu) cycle on a flat surface. (B) Typical
set up for single molecule stretching by AFM: the molecule is attached to both the tip
and the surface and can be stretched during the retraction cycle [82].

nanometer precision, the scanning force microscope is a force sensor in the
piconewton force scale.

In the typical AFM force spectroscopy experiment, the tip is moved to
approach the surface, pull on it and then retract. During this approach-
retraction cycle, the force acting on the tip is monitored and plotted as
a function of the tip-surface distance, to obtain the so called force curve.
Figure 3.2(A) shows a typical force curve on a flat surface, and evidences
a force peak in the retraction phase, in the proximity of the contact point.
This peak is a typical feature of force curve and is due to non-specific
tip-surface interaction forces.

The AFM force spectroscopy tecnique allows to study the effects of
applied forces on single molecules [67][82]. Single molecules or couple of
interacting molecules can infact be stretched between the AFM tip and
a flat surface, during the retraction phase of the force spectroscopy cycle
described in the previous section. In this set up, the molecule act as a
proper bridge connecting the tip and the surface (figure 3.2(B)). The force
curve obtained reflects the properties of the sistem under force and the
stretch induced transitions it undergoes.

During the last ten years, AFM force spectroscopy has been success-
fully applied in various kinds of experiments: stretching of polymers, mole-
cules and cells desorption from surfaces, and indentation measurements are
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just the more important [82][86][87].

3.2 AFM forced unfolding of multimodular

protein

The single molecule force spectroscopy, based on the atomic force mi-
croscope, enables us to define, for the first time, the conditions under
which a molecule unfolds in response to an applied force [67][82]. Com-
bined with computational tecniques allows also to obtain structural and
conformational insights into the protein response to external mechanical
stress.

3.2.1 Monitor the sequential unfolding of protein do-

mains

As demonstrated by Gaub and co-workers with the first AFM induced
single protein mechanical unfolding [88], the tertiary structure of a multi-
modular protein can not be deformed continuosly by applying an external
force; instead the protein modules are found to rupture sequentially.

The force-extension curve derived from a protein unfolding experiments
shows a typical saw tooth profile, where each dominant force peak repre-
sents one domain rupture (figure 3.3(A)). Immediately after the rupture,
the tension is released and the force drop down. As the extension in-
creases again, the ruptured module begins to unravel and the force starts
to raise up again due to the entropic elasticity of the unravelling chain.
The increased tension applied on the remaining modules leads suddendly
to another domain rupture, and so on. The distance between the force
peaks is therefore defined by the difference in the total contour length of
the molecule between before and after the domain unfolding. Each peak
profile is well described by the WLC equation (section 2.2.2, figure 3.3(A))
with a persistence length corresponding to the length of a single amino
acid (0, 4 nm).

The WLC profile well represents single unfolding peaks only in the
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Figure 3.3: Typical force curves from protein mechanical unfolding. (A)
Typical saw tooth profile from Ig8 titin fragment [88]. The single peaks fit the WLC
function. (B) Saw tooth pattern from a poly-protein of immunoglobulin domain I27

[74]. The peaks shows deviations form the WLC profile due to the presence of unfolding
intermediates along the unfolding pathway.

case of domains with a single structural breakpoint (section 2.3.1). The
existence of unfolding intermediates in the unfolding pathway, manifests
itself with deviations from the WLC profile in the rising phase of the
unfolding peak (figure 3.3(B)). As recentely shown by Rief and co-workers,
statistical analysis of these deviation allows to reach informations about
the fine structure of the unfolding pathway [89].

3.2.2 Multi-modular protein constructs

When performing a mechanical unfolding experiment, a multi-modular
protein is preferred for a number of reasons. First, because we are relying
on non-specific and random attachment of the protein to the AFM tip,
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having several domains in tandem would increase the chance of picking up
a reasonable length of protein. Second, due to the length of the protein,
most of the modules will unfold when the tip is reasonably far from the
surface, so that any non-specific tip-surface interaction will be negligible.
Third, having a number of identical modules would increase the amount
and the homogeneity of the data that can be obtained from each force
curve [67].

For these reasons the majority of the protein force spectroscopy ex-
periments are performed by using engineered homopolymer constituted of
multiple copies of individual domains [90]. By this approach, Fernandez
and co-workers have studied the mechanical stability and unfolding prop-
erties of all the individual domains of titin, and have finally reconstructed
the force extension curve of the entire titin molecule, explaining the role
it plays in caridiac muscles elasticity [77].

Although the characterization of individual domains provides valuable
information on the mechanical properties of the parent protein, the me-
chanical behaviour of the entire molecule must also be studied to deter-
mine the role of interdomain interactions and other sources of higher-order
behaviour. Some domains exhibit infact different unfolding behaviour de-
pendently on the context in which they are studied. In other words, the
mechanical resistence of a domain also depends on the surrounding scaffold
that holds the domain [91].

3.2.3 Irreversibility of unfolding experiments

When a macromolecule mechanical unfolding experiment lead to coin-
cident unfolding and refolding curves, it means that the unfolding process
occurs at the equilibrium. In these cases it’s possible to determine directly
form the unfolding curves, the free energy, the equlibrium constant and
the kinetic rates of the transition. A recent work from Bustamante and
coworkers, reports a reversible unfolding experiment of a simple RNA hair-
pin and the determination of the thermodynamic and kinetiks quantities
of the transition [92].

More often than not however, in mechanical unfolding experiments
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hysteresis is observed between the extension and relaxation curves, in-
dicating that the molecule is being stetched or relaxed at a rate faster
than its rate of equilibrium [63]. For the molecule to equilibrate during
stretching or relaxation, the total change in force applied on the mole-
cule during its slowest relaxation time τ must be less than the root mean
square fluctuations ∆Frms it would experience at the equilibrium:

τ · dF

dt
= ∆Frms (3.1)

3.3 Energy landscape reconstruction

The dynamic force spectroscopy tecnique allows to map the free energy
landscape along the mechanical reaction coordinate. It is based on a very
interesting feature of the force spectroscopy experiments on multi-modular
proteins. Being non-equilibrium experiments, the most probable unfolding
force depends on the rate of variation of the applied force. The study of
this dependence leads to the determination of transition constants like
the position of the energy barrier allong the reaction coordinate and the
kinetic unfolding rate.

3.3.1 The distribution of the unfolding forces

Although most single-molecule mechanical unfolding experiments are
performed under non-equilibrium conditions, the observed unfolding force
distribution strongly depends on the characteristics of the free energy pro-
file [63]. More precisely the unfolding force distribution is peaked and the
most probable unfolding force increases with the loading rate (i.e., the rate
of variation of the applied force), such that

F ∗
u =

kBT

∆x+
f→u

ln

(
r∆x+

f→u

k0
f→ukBT

)
(3.2)

where r = dF/dt is the loading rate.
The observed increase of the unfolding force with the loading rate

(equation 3.2) is a general property of all unfolding studies of proteins
by AFM. As reported in section 2.2.1, the applied force lower the energy
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barrier to unfolding, increasing the probability of thermal escape from the
folded state. However, the likelihood of this transition to happen at a
certain force, also depends on the time spent at that force. Therefore, the
more quickly the applied force increases with time, the higher the force at
which the domain unfolding takes place. This conceptually explains the
dependence of the unfolding force on the applied loading rate. Futhermore,
it means that experiments at different ranges of loading rate would allow
to explore different ranges of unfolding forces.

3.3.2 Structural and kinetics constants extrapolation

Equation (3.2) can be re-written to put on evidence the linear depen-
dence between unfolding force and natural logarithm of the loading rate:

F ∗
u =

kBT

∆x+
f→u

ln (r) +
kBT

∆x+
f→u

ln

(
∆x+

f→u

k0
f→ukBT

)
(3.3)

In principle, by performing experiments at different constant loading
rates, it would be possible to linearly fit the plot of the experimental
unfolding forces as a function of the natural logarithm of the pulling rate
and directly obtain the ∆x+

f→u and k0
A→B of the transition.

Unfortunately the most of the unfolding experiments are performed at
constant pulling speed. The relation between the pulling speed and the
loading rate could be written as r = Keq(x) · v, where Keq(x) represents
the equivalent elasticity of the sistem, given by the serial connection of
the elasticities of the cantilever and of the protein molecule (see section
7.3 for details). The stiffness of the molecule depends on its extension x

and so does the equivalent elasticity.

Equation (3.3) cannot therefore generally be used directly. Instead,
the values of ∆x+

f→u and k0
A→B are determined by fitting the experimental

data by Monte Carlo simulations.
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Figure 3.4: Two state model for Monte Carlo simulations. In this figure, xu

and xf are respectively the position of the folded and unfolded state relatively to the
transition state. α0 and β0 are the transition rates [93].

3.3.3 AFM stretching experiments simulated by Mon-

te Carlo methods

Monte Carlo simulations can be used to go round the loading rate
problem evidenced in section 3.3.2, by calculating the unfolding force at
any given pulling speeds [67].

The starting point of the Monte Carlo simulation of a two state tran-
sition is a model which describes the dependence of the transition proba-
bility P on the time t. A small time step ∆t defines then the simulation
time sampling. At each sampling time t a randomly generated number ξ

between 0 and 1 is used to determine weather the transition occurs or not:
if ξ ≤ P (t) the transition takes place, otherwise the simulation repeats
the cycle for the time t + ∆t [93][94]. In the case of proteins mechanical
unfolding experiments at constant speed v, the time step ∆t directly corre-
sponds to a step in the tip-surface distance equal to v∆t. For each single
domain the considered two-state model is reported in figure 3.4, and is
characterized by negligible refolding probability. The equation describing
the effect of an external force (2.2) and the WLC relation between force
and extension, constitutes the model for the dependence P (t):

ku(F ) = k0
u exp

(
F∆xu

kBT

)
(3.4)
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F (t) =
kBT
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vt− F (t)
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L
+
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vt− F (t)

kc

L

−2

− 1

4

 (3.5)

Equation 3.5 represents the equilibrium equation betweem the forces
acting on the protein molecule and on the cantilever (kc represents infact
the cantilever spring constant). It’s a third grade equation in F (t), whose
solution at the time t can be used to calculate the unfolding rate ku(F )

(equation 3.4)and finally the probability by the relation P (t) = ku(F ) · t.
In case the protein is composed of N domains, the simulation proceeds

until the unfolding of all of the N domains. The unfolding probability of
one in n remaining folded domains is equal to n times the single domain
unfolding probability (P (t) = ku(F ) · t). Each time a domain unfolds, the
number of still folded domains is decreased of one and the total contour
length of the protein is increased by the length of the unfolded module.

The described algorithm allows complete force-extension curves to be
generated, comparable with the experimental ones, and can reproduce the
variation of the unfolding force with pulling speed. The parameters xu

(unfolding barrier position) and k0
u (unfolding rate at zero force) can be

optimized by iteratively improving the match between experimental and
simulated data [67].

It’s worth to evidence a few limits of the fit by Monte Carlo simula-
tions. The unfolding distances mapped from the experimental data are
often shorter than the values derived from SMD simulations (section 3.4).
Furthermore, the large thermal spread of the data and the various sources
of experimental error, means that there is a corresponding uncertainty in
the values of the parameters fitted by Monte Carlo simulation. However,
a quantitive estimate of these errors is still lacking [67].

3.3.4 Mapping the intermediates along the unfolding

pathway

The existence of unfolding intermediates along the mechanical unfold-
ing pathway, would lead to different linear regimes at different loading
rate ranges. As evidenced in section 3.3.1, increasing the applied loading
rate would lead the domain to unfold at increasing forces. Over a certain
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Figure 3.5: Identifying unfolding intermediates. (A) Effect of the force on an
energy landscape with one intermediate. (B) Different linear regimes in the dynamic
force spectra of biotin-streptavidin and biotin-avidin bindings [95]

value, the force intensity would be high enough to subvert the hierarchy of
the energy barriers (section 2.3.1) and lead the intermediate transition to
dominate the kinetiks of the unfolding process (figure 3.5(A)). By linearly
fitting experimental data collected in the different loading rate regimes, it’s
therefore possible to map all of the barrier positions and their respective
unfolding kinetic rates. Figure 3.5(B) reports an example of this analysis
performed on ligand-receptor binding sistems [95].

Very often however, protein domains show intermediate transitions at
very short distances from the main unfolding transition (of the order of 1
Å), and a wide loading rate range would be necessary to map the different
linear regimes. Unfortunately, AFM instruments are characterized by a
limited range of available loading rates (typically pulling speed can range
from 0, 1 to 10 µm/s). To go round this instrument limit, an alternative
approach has been recently developed [96]. It’s based on the analysis of
the behaviour of conservative mutations able to shift the unfolding rate
and it has proved to give reliable results.
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3.3.5 Chemical and mechanical unfolding

Mechanical unfolding experiments give apparently different results re-
spect to the chemical unfolding ones. This is because the application of
an external force impose the reaction to follow a different pathway than
it does when free in solution, and the kinetics of the reaction is strongly
pathway dependent. An accurate comparison however, has shown that
the mechanical unfolding rate extrapolated at zero force and the chemical
one extrapolated at zero denaturant concentration are the same. Further-
more, the transition state appears at the same position on the unfolding
pathway when assessed with either method [97].

3.4 Steered Molecular Dynamics simulations

of forced unfolding

Structural insights into the mechanical unfolding pathways are crucial
for determining how the functional states of proteins are regulated by
external force. The single molecule manipulation methods described in
this chapter are not well suited to constructing an atomic picture of the
unfolding pathway. They infact cannot by themselves discern which bonds
are broken or what intermediate structures are involved [59].

Steered Molecular Dynamic simulations probe structural changes re-
sulting from mechanical tension. Starting from high resolution protein
structures equilibrated in the presence of explicit water molecules, SMD
simulates force-induced unfolding by applying force to the two termini of
a protein module [98].

Simulations are currently the only method to gain a highly detailed
atomic level insight into how proteins change conformation in response
to mechanical stretching. The combined use of SMD simulations and
AFM experiments have demonstrated that SMD can reliably predict the
relative mechanical stability of homologous modules and the location of
force baring residues [99].

The SMD simulations suffer two main limits, both descending from the
heavy computational requirements. First, it is rarely feasible to correctly
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simulate more than a few hundreds picoseconds of SMD in a reasonable
time. To fully explore mechanical unfolding, the pulling speed of the sim-
ulation is of orders of magnitude faster than the fastest available dynamic
range of AFM. Second, valuable data are usually only obtained for the first
few nanometers of extension. This is due to the difficulties in simulating
the solvent shell, which is normally explicitly simulated. When stretching
the molecule the water shell become too small to embrace the elongating
structure, with the net effect that after a while the water evaporates form
the molecule. This obviously affects the simulation of the strength of both
hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions.

3.5 Docking simulations

Docking techniques have the aim to predict the structure of a protein-
protein complex in atomic detail, starting from the atomic coordinates of
the separate components (from Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy
or X-ray crystallography). The final conformation is predicted on the
basis of the search of the best complementarity between the shape and
the electrostatic properties of the surface of the two molecules [100].

Although these methods must be very carefully applied (they might
produce many false positives), they can be powerfully used to test hypoth-
esis of mechanical regulation of protein domains functionality. Once de-
termined the domain partially stretched conformation supposed to change
the binding affinity for certain receptor, docking experiment can be used
to effectively test the binding capability of the stretched conformation and
to evidence differences with respect to the native one.
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Part II

Results and discussion
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Chapter 4

Towards a mechanochemical

hypothesis for angiostatin

mechanism of action

4.1 Why a mechanochemical hypothesis?

In the last few years a big number of cell life fundamental processes
has been found to be related with some kind of mechanical effects, such
that at this time we can say that nearly every facet to the cell life ci-
cle involve mechanical processes (section 2.1). Nevertheless, none of the
various hypothesis formulated to explain the molecular mechanism of an-
giostatin anti-angiogenic effects (section 1.3) take into account the chance
that the activity of angiostatin is mechanically regulated by in vivo ap-
plied forces, in a very similar manner to the one described for fibronectin
(section 2.3.3).

The strongest clue that lead us to the hypothesis of a mechanochemical
nature of angiostatin inhibitory process, is the non-addictive behaviour of
kringle fragments angiostatic activity, which shows evident synergistic and
antagonistic effects (section 1.4). This type of behaviour can be explained
hypothising the existence of cryptic angiostatic sites buried in equilibrium
multi-kringle conformations or a few sites acting in synergy.

Before asking ourselves how this mechanical regulation could take place
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for angiostatin and which kringle domains and cryptic sites might be in-
volved in this mechanism, it’s very important to determine weather or
not angiostatin have the requisites necessary to justify a mechanochem-
ical hypothesis. Does angiostatin experiences stretching forces in vivo?
Are angiostatin domains accessible to mechanical unfolding in vivo?

4.1.1 Angiostatin experiences stretching forces in vivo.

The complex binding pattern of angiostatin suggests that it very likely
experiences mechanical forces and tensions in vivo. It’s infact able to bind
a few components of the ECM (tetranectin and fibrin) and the integrin
αvβ3 on the surface of the endothelial cells (section 1.3). As reviewed in
section 2.1.1, integrins are the transmembrane molecules that transmit
to the ECM the mechanical tension generated from the cytoskeleton, and
viceversa. Therefore an angiostatin molecule, binding both an integrin and
a componenent of the ECM, would experience a stretching force. Another
cause of applied force on angiostatin might be the continuous remodelling
of the ECM structure and conformation. These relative movements of
the ECM components would apply mechanical tension to an angiostatin
molecule connecting two different points of the membrane.

4.1.2 Forced unfolding accessibility of kringle domains

The structure of a kringle domain is characterized by three internal
disulphide bonds, one of each connecting the two cystein at the domain
termini (section 1.2.2). Being covalent bonds, the SS bonds can withstand
forces up to the order of the nN [101]. Therefore the stretching forces
normally generated in vivo by cells and ECM, ranging from one to a few
tens of pN (section 2.1.1), would not be high enough to break them. In
other words, kringle domains cannot be unfolded by the traction forces
they normally experience in vivo, due to the disulphide bonds mechanical
barriers.

However, one should expect that the unfolding of kringle domains could
be achieved through the action of a reducing environment. This would
open one or more of the disulphide bonds, making the domain accessible
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Figure 4.1: Kringle accessibility to mechanical unfolding. The figure shows
2D sketches of a kringle structure at different reduction states. The loops accessible to
mechanical unfolding are red colored. (A) Completely oxidized. (B) Reduction state
I. (C) Reduction state II. (D) Reduction state III

to partial or even complete unfolding [40]. More specifically, the two
dimensional kringle structures reported in figure 4.1 evidence that the most
external SS bond can virtually block the domain mechanical unfolding
independently on the reduction state of the two other SS bonds. The
reduction of this external SS bond should be therefore essential for any
possible unfolding of the kringle domain, and would make accessible to
unfolding a kringle loop (red coloured in figure 4.1(B)) composed of 40

amino acids, corresponding to a length of 14 nm (hypothising a length
of 0, 35 nm for a single residue). Reduction of more internal disulphide
bonds are expected to make longer portion of the domain accessible to
mechanial unfolding, such that we can classify three kringle reduction
states, as shown in figure 4.1. We will refer to the states with 1, 2 or 3
SS bonds opened as respectively reduction state I, reduction state II and
reduction state III.
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The expected length of the loops accessible to mechanical unfolding
are:

• Reduction state I ⇒ 14 nm (40 amino acids)

• Reduction state II ⇒ 20 nm (57 amino acids)

• Reduction state III ⇒ 28 nm (80 amino acids)

A recent AFM force spectroscopy work by Bustanji and Samorí has
given the experimental evidence of the correlation between the reduction
environment and the kringles accessibility to mechanical unfonding [40].
When angiostatin is picked up and stretched from an AFM tip, no evi-
dence of the unfolding of the protein domains are encountered for forces
up to a few hundreds of pN (definitely higher that those experienced by
angiostatin in vivo). The force curve profile shows a single peak, rep-
resenting the rupture of the tip-surface molecular bridge. As expected,
previous treatments of angiostatin with various concentration of the re-
ducing agent DTT are reported to lead to the typical saw tooth pattern

Figure 4.2: DTT modulation of kringle unfolding accessibility. Force curves
and length increments ditributions from angiostatin unfolding at different DTT con-
centrations [40]. The higher the DTT concentration, the higher the population of
reduction state III. The figure also evidences that AFM force spectroscopy allows to
identify the reduction state at the single domain level.
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force profile, representing the sequential unfolding of the protein domains
(section 3.2). The statistical distributions of the length increments show
three peaks, correspondent to the length expected for the three reduction
states (figure 4.2).

4.2 Human thioredoxin reduces kringle disul-

phide bonds

All of the considerations reported in the previous section, lead us to the
conclusion that angiostatin experiences stretching forces in vivo and that
a reducing environment can modulate angiostatin domains accessibility to
mechanical unfolding. All we do need now to close the mechanochemical
hypothesis loop, is to identify a reducing agent which can be found in the
extracellular environment where angiostatin acts, and to demonstrate that
this agent is able to reduce the SS bonds of angiostatin kringles.

4.2.1 Reduction environment in vivo

One of the steps in the production process of angiostatin involves the
reduction of two SS bonds in K5 (section 1.2.3). Human thioredoxin is one
of the reductases responsible for this reducing action [27]. This protein
is commonly found in human tissues and is expressed on the external
surface of cells membrane [102]. Furthermore, thioredoxin results to be
overexpressed in a number of primary tumors and its presence appears to
be correlated with increased tumor malignacy and metastasis[103].

The cathalytic site of thioredoxin is activated in vivo by thioredoxin
reductase [102]. These two molecules (human thioredoxin and thioredoxin
reductase) constitutes the so called thioredoxin sistem. The thioredoxin
sistem has been recentely reported to be involved in many central in-
tracellular and extra-cellular processes including cell proliferation, redox
regulation of gene expression and signal transduction, anti-apoptotic func-
tions and, of great interest to us, regulation of the redox state of the
extra-cellular environment [104].
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Figure 4.3: Modulation of kringle unfolding accessibility by human thiore-
doxin. Length increments distribution from angiostatin unfolding after thioredoxin
treatment.

In fewer words, human thioredoxin is a potent reducing agent, phys-
iologically active in the extracellular environment, over-expressed on the
surface of tumor cells. It is therefore a highly rated candidate to act as a
regulator of angiostatin kringles accessibility to mechanical unfolding.

4.2.2 Stretching angiostatin after thioredoxin treat-

ment

The work from Bustanji and Samorí demonstrates that the AFM force
spectroscopy tecnique allows to identify the reduction state of each single
unfolded domain [40]. To test thioredoxin capability of reducing kringle SS
bonds, we therefore performed AFM stretching experiments on angiostatin
K1-5. Angiostatin was incubated with hTRX (previously activated by
DTT), at a concentration similar to the one that can be found in vivo
(See section 7.1 for details).

The protein was deposited on a glass surface and picked up by pressure
from the AFM tip. The pulling experiments led to force curves with
the characteristic saw tooth profile. The length increments distribution
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obtained shows that hTRX is able to reduce all the three disulphide bonds
of the kringle domains (figure 4.3). However, the reduction state I appears
to be strongly more populated than the other two, evindencing that hTRX,
in the condition we used, quite selectively reduce the most exposed kringle
SSbond, leaving locked the other two.

Human thioredoxin reducing action appears also to be a lot more spe-
cific than the DTT one. The population of the three reduction states
herein shown for a molar ratio of 1/150 for hTRX is infact very similar
to the one shown in the work from Bustanji and Samorí for a molar ratio
of 1/104 (corresponding to the 5 mM DTT concentration of figure 4.2)
[40]. The action of hTRX could be expected to be even more efficient in
vivo, where the presence of hTRX reductase would re-activate the already
oxydized hTRX molecules, allowing them to act as a proper enzyme and
not just as a passive reducing agent.

4.2.3 The in vivo active form of angiostatin

The environment in which angiostatin acts during angiogenesis inhi-
bition might be able to reduce the SS bonds of the kringle domains and
therefore to modulate the protein domains accessibility to mechanical un-
folding. This means that angiostatin in vivo is present not only in its fully
oxidized state, but also in a series of partially reduced structures.

The prevalence of one of these species respect to the others is deter-
mined and regulated by the local concentration of reducing agents. The
active form of angiostatin in angiogenesis inhibition might therefore be a
partially reduced one, and not the completely oxidized structure which is
normally considered in all of the angiostatin activity studies.
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Chapter 5

Force induced unfolding of

kringle domains

5.1 Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy of re-

duced angiostatin.

AFM single molecule force spectroscopy experiments were performed
on angiostatin K1-5, in fluid reducing environment (100 mM DTT in
PBS), as described in section 7.1. The aim of these studies is to investigate
the response to mechanical stretching of kringle domains, in their different
states of reduction.

5.1.1 Curve profiles

Typical curve profiles obtained from stretching angiostatin K1-5 con-
sists of saw tooth patterns composed of 1 to 4 peaks (figure 5.1). The last
one obviously represents the detachment of the molecule either from the
tip or the surface. Therefore the obtained force curves shows only from
1 to 3 unfolding peaks. This is because in the optimal case the protein
will be stretched between K1 and K5, and the force curve won’t show any
unfolding peak from them, due to their interaction either with the tip or
the surface. We infact expect an unfolding peak in the force profile only
from those domains which are completely included in the portion of the
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Figure 5.1: Mechanical unfolding of angiostatin. The figure shows two example
of force curves obtained from the unfolding of angiostatin K1-5, after DTT treatment.

molecule bridging the tip and the surface. All of the unfolding peaks in
the force curves could therefore come only from K2, K3 or K4 and we will
restrict all of our considerations to these three domains.

5.1.2 Homo-protein approximation

Length increments and unfolding forces were measured for each unfold-
ing peak. These data sets are clearly not homogeneous, being composed
of data from the unfolding of the three different Kringle domains K2, K3

and K4. On the other hand, these three Kringles shows a sequence iden-
tity on the structural alignment of about the 50% and the RMS deviation
between their structure is less or equal than 1 Å.

Consistently with these data, the comparison between the SMD simu-
lations carried out on K2, K3 and K4, reveal that the three kringles behave
in a very similar way under mechanical stretching (figure 5.2). As a first
approximation angiostatin can be therefore considered a homo-domain
protein.
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Figure 5.2: SMD simulations of the mechanical unfolding of kringle do-
mains. SMD simulations obtained from the stretching of the kringle domains K2, K3

and K4. The raising of the force after the first 5 − 6 nm is an artifact caused by the
solvent problem described in section 3.4

5.1.3 Length increments and reduction intermediate

segregation

Thank to the homo-protein approximation we can first consider the
three kringles as they were identical. The length increments distribution
of all the unfolding profiles is reported in figure (5.3(A)) and shows three
well defined peaks. The distribution very well fits with a triple gaussian
function centered on 12.5, 21 and 30.5 nm (standard deviations of 4, 2.5

and 3.5 nm), in good agreement with those expected for the three differ-
ent reduction states (14, 20 and 28 nm, section 4.1.2). This allows the
classification of the data in three homogeneous ensembles corresponding
to the domains with the same extent of reduction (section 7.3 for details).
This segregation give us the chance of study the mechanical behaviour of
the different reduction states of the kringle domains.
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Figure 5.3: Mechanical unfolding of angiostatin: statistical distributions.
(A) The distribution of the length increments clearly shows the three peaks related
to the three kringle reduction states. (B) Unfolding force distribution obtained at
1900 nm/s pulling speed, for the reduction state I. (C) Shape of the expected typical
unfolding force distribution.

5.1.4 Unfolding forces distribution

Figure 5.3 shows one of the distributions of the unfolding forces ob-
tained from the unfolding of K1-5 (figure 5.3(B)), compared with the dis-
tribution one should expect from a typical force spectroscopy experiment
(figure 5.3(C)). The marked difference is due to a double effect. Forces
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lower than 50 pN are under-represented because of the thermal noise on
the force curve, justifying the absence of the expected left tail of the dis-
tribution. The presence of a tail of unfolding events at forces higher than
the most probable one, is likely due to the presence of spurious events
(i.e., multiple detachment curves erroneously included in the statistics).

5.2 Energy landscape of completely reduced

kringles

Dynamic Force Spectroscopy of the completely reduce kringle domains
has been perfomed. Combined with SMD simulations, this tecnique al-
lowed us to map the free energy landscape along the unfolding pathway
and to identify the secondary structures responsible of the mechanical
resistence.

5.2.1 Dynamic Force Spectroscopy of the completely

reduced kringles

The force spectroscopy experiments have been performed at five dif-
ferent pulling speeds (100, 900, 1800, 2700, 5600 nm/s). The analisys was
initially concentrated on the data classified as reduction state III (the com-
pletely reduced case). The plot of the mean unfolding force as a function of
the natural logarithm of the pulling speed is reported in figure 5.4(A) and
it shows the expected linear dependence. All of the forces are comprised
between 80 and 95 pN and a linear function very well fits the data. At this
point one should fit these data by Monte Carlo simulations, as described
in section 3.3. On the other hand it’s demonstrated in the Materials and
Method section that, in our specific case, the energy barrier position can
be directly calculated, with good approximation, from the linear fit of the
force versus logarithm of pulling velocity plot (section 7.3).

The position of the energy barrier has therefore been calculated from
the equation 7.6. The barrier is found to be located at a distance of
(16± 8) Å from the equilibrium folded position. The fit of the experimen-
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Figure 5.4: Energy landscape of completely reduced kringles. (A) The plot of
the most probable unfolding force as a function of the pulling speed for the completely
reduced kringles (reduction state III) shows the expected linear dependence. (B) First
approximation one well energy landscape for reduction state III mapped form the data
shown in (A).

tal data by Monte Carlo simulations of the stretching experiment confirms
this value of 16 Å for the energy barrier position and gives a life time ex-
trapolated at zero force of the order of 1010 seconds. Life times of this
order of magnitude are typical of protein domains composed of mainly
β-sheet structures (section 2.3.1). As a first approximation we can there-
fore hypothise that the forced unfolding of kringle domains is described
by a single well free energy profile, as reported in figure 5.4(B).

5.2.2 SMD simulations of forced kringle domains un-

folding

SMD simulations of the stretching of the completely reduced K2, K3

and K4 indicate that the maximum value of the tension force is reached at
an extension of (23± 4) Å and corresponds to the breakage of a short an-
tiparallel β-sheet. This value for the barrier position is consistent, within
the estimated uncertainties, with the one mapped by dynamic force spec-
troscopy. The position determined from the experimental data appears
however to be slightly under-estimated compared with to the one pre-
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Figure 5.5: Force profiles reveal an intermediate along the unfolding path-
way. Deviation from the WLC profile of the unfolding force peaks. These deviations
reveal the existence of structural intermediates along the unfolding pathway.

Red State Incidence Extension (Å) F2/F1

I 45% (10− 20) (85− 115)%

II 60% (10− 20) (75− 110)%

III 50% (10− 20) (80− 110)%

Table 5.1: Intermediate statistical analysis. The table reports, for the three
reduction states, the results of the statistical analysis performed on the double peaks
or humbs shown by the unfolding profiles. F2 is the force of the first peak (or the
humb) while F1 is the force of the second definitive peak.

dicted from the simulations.

5.2.3 Structural intermediate identification

A close examination of the rising phases of the experimental unfolding
profiles of the completely reduced domains, reveals that they very often
does not fully match the theoretical shape predicted by the worm-like
chain model for polymer elasticity (figure 5.5). They infact show a double
peak or a humb in the final part of their rising profile, indicating the
existence of unfolding intermediates along the unfolding pathway.
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Figure 5.6: Structural breakpoints of kringle domains. The mechanical re-
sistence of kringle domains to forced unfolding is determined by two structural ele-
ments: two hydrogen bonds connecting the domain termini (the Hbonds structure)
and a small β-sheet internal to the structure. In response to mechanical stretching, the
Hbonds structure breaks first, leading to an intermediate metastable conformation. The
subsequent rupture of β-sheet determines the catastrophic domain unfolding. (A) Two
dimensional and (B) three dimesional structures of K4, which evidence the β-sheet
(green, strands 58 − 61 and 68 − 71), the two hydrogen bonds (blue, tyr2 − lys76

and tyr2 − cys78) and the SS bonds (black in (A) and yellow in (B), cys1 − cys78,
cys22 − cys61 and cys50 − cys73). (C) Free energy landscape along the mechanical
reaction coordinate: at an extension of 10 Å the transition from the folded (F) to the
intermediate (I) state takes place; at 23 Å is reached the transition to the unfolded
state (U).
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These deviations from the WLC shape were identified in about the 50%

of the analysed peaks. The extension increment between the two peaks
ranges from 10 to 20 Å, making very difficult to distinguish between the
double peak and the humb structures (being of the order of the instruments
resolution). The force of the first peak (or the beginning of humb) ranges
form the 80% and the 110% of the force of the second one (table 5.1).
All of this statistical considerations mean that the β-sheet breakage is
preceded of about 10 − 20 Å by the breakage of another structure, both
ruptures happening at very similar forces.

The SMD simulations confirm this experimental observation. They
show that the β-sheet breakage is preceded by the rupture of a couple
of hydrogen bonds connecting the N and C termini parts of the chain
(figure 5.6(A)-(B)). This intermediate rupture takes place at an extension
of 10 Å and preceds the β-sheet breakage of 13 Å, in good agreement
with the 10 to 20 Å range determined from the experimental data. From
now we will refere to this structure as ’Hbonds structure’. It’s possible at
this point to draw a more precise double well free energy landscape as the
one reported in figure 5.6(C). The existence of this unfolding intermediate
gives a partial explanation of the position of the barrier mapped from the
experimental data. The value of 16 Å can infact be considered as the
average resultant of the two interactions at 10 and 23 Å.

Figure 5.7: Dynamic force spectroscopy of partially reduced kringles. The
dependence of the unfolding force on the pulling speed for the reduction states I (A)
and II (B) are reported. Both of them are well fitted with linear functions.
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Figure 5.8: SMD simulations of different reduction states. The figure reports
the SMD simulation of the three different reduction states of K4. The most evident
feature is that the two peaks shape with structure relaxation in the middle is conserved
independently on the reduction state.

5.3 Partially reduced kringle domains

The analisys of the unfolding forces at different pulling speeds was
also performed for the reduction states I and II (figure 5.7). In both cases
unfolding forces ranged from 75 to 95 pN. The resulting barrier positions
are (10 ± 8) Å for the reduction state I and (8 ± 4) Å for the reduction
state II. Within the experimental errors these two values are in agreement
with the one obtained from the completely reduced case.

For both the partially reduced cases, deviations from the WLC shape
were identified in the unfolding force profiles. Statistical analysis on these
deviations gives very similar results to the reduction state III (table 5.1).

All of these data leads to the conclusion that the three reduction states
show the same behaviour under mechanical stretching. We can therefore
expect that the force profiles of the completely reduced kringles are con-
served in the partially reduced cases. The SMD simulated force profiles of
the three different reduction intemediates of K4 are reported in figure 5.8
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and show infact that the two peaks shape with relaxation of the structure
is a common feature in all the three cases. Therefore the double well en-
ergy landscape reported in figure (5.6(C)) for the completely reduced case
is conserved independently of the reduction level.

Although consistent within the estimated uncertainties, the barrier
positions mapped for the reduction states I and II, appear to be slightly
lower than the one mapped for the reduction state III. The reason for
this decrease in the barrier position relatively to the completely reduced
case can be understood looking at the two dimensional kringle structure
reported in figure 5.6(A), which evidences that the β-sheet structure is
partially blocked by the two internal SS bonds (cys22−cys61 and cys50−
cys73). This feature might be the cause of a slight preponderance of
the Hbonds structure on the β-sheet one, resulting in a mapped barrier
position shifted to lower values than the completely reduced case.
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Chapter 6

Mechanochemical switches

regulation of kringle fragments

activity

6.1 Beyond the homoprotein approximation

The mechanical analysis described in the previous chapter has evi-
denced that the three considered kringles show very similar properties
and behaviour in response to stretching tension. This feature is obviously
strongly related to the high sequence identity and low structure deviation
between K2, K3 and K4 (section 5.1.2). However, the mechanical stability
of protein domains is mainly determined by the structure in the vicinity
of the breaking points, more than by the global domain structure (section
2.3.1). This means that even small differences in sequence and structure,
if located in specific places, might be enough to determine different behav-
iours under mechanical loading. It’s therefore of fundamental importance
to go beyond the very usefull homoprotein approximation we’ve used in
our analysis up to this point. This might evidences differences between
the kringle domains and relate them with their different anti-angiogenic
activities.

The SMD simulations show that the rupture of the Hbonds structure
connecting the domain termini is a common feature for all the three consid-
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Figure 6.1: Beyond the homoprotein appriximation. (A) SMD simulations of
the three kringle K2, K3 and K4, evidences different force profiles coming from the
double rupture of the Hbonds structure and the β-sheet. As deeply explained in the
text, these different profiles lead to different energy landscapes for the three kringles:
a very stable intermediate state for K4 (B), a less stable one for K2 (C) and no stable
intermediate conformation for K3(D).

ered kringles, defining a conformational intermediate along the unfolding
pathway (section 5.2.3). Despite of this fact, this structural intermediate
manifests itself on the simulated force profile in slightly different ways for
the three domains (figure 6.1(A)).

In the case of K4, the two force peaks representing the rupture of the
Hbonds and the β-sheet, are separated by a sudden drop in the force
profile, evidencing a relaxation phase for the kringle structure. The force
profile of K2 does not show any relaxation phase between the rupture of
the two structures. In this case infact, the Hbonds breakage corresponds
to a change in the force curve slope followed by a short force plateau
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preceding the β-sheet rupture. In the case of K3 the force profile shows
a single peak, wider than the other domain ones, with no evident feature
coming from the Hbonds rupture.

The evidenced differences in the force profiles must be related to cor-
respondent differences in the free energy landscapes of the three domains.
The relaxation phase shown only by the simulation of the unfolding of
K4 has to be the consequence of a well marked energy minimum located
between the folded and the unfolded states, resulting in a metastable in-
termediate conformation along the free energy unfolding pathway (figure
6.1(B)). The absence of that relaxation phase in the case of K2 should
be caused by a less marked minimum between the two energy barriers,
resulting therefore in a less stable intermediate than the one expected for
K4 (figure 6.1(C)). The K3 domain appears instead to switch in one shot
from the folded to the unfolded state, leading us to hypothise an energy
landscape with just a very small deviation respect to the single well one
(figure 6.1(D)).

6.2 Double switch regulation of kringle 4 anti-

migratory activity

The discussion of the previous section has resulted in the conclusion
that K4 is characterized by a metastable partially stretched conformation,
in which the Hbonds structure is opened but the β-sheet is still intact
(figure 6.2). Furthermore this conformation appears to be definitely more
stable for K4 than for the two other considered kringles. This is therefore
a unique feature of kringle 4 and it might be related with the marked
dissociation of anti-proliferative and anti-migratory activity attributed to
K4, compared with the other kringles (section 1.4).

The identified metastable conformation of K4 can be nicely related
with some recent data about kringles anti-migratory activity. As reviewed
in section 1.4, among the five kringle domains of angiostatin, K4 is the one
with the highest anti-migratory activity. Its two most active fragments has
recently been proved to be K4-A in its linear form and K4-C in tis cyclic
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form (figure 6.3(A)). Furthermore, these two fragments shows a higher
anti-migratory activity than the one of K4 itself.

We can confidently imagine that the reason of this behaviour reside in
the lack of accessibility and movement capability of the two fragents when
constrained in the complete kringle structure. As shown in figure 6.3 the
K4-C loop is quite hidden inside the structure, while K4-A is accessible on
just one side and completely blocked by the external SS bond. A partially
stretched conformation, would ensure the best exposure of the two frag-
ments, and therefore the highest anti-migratory activity. The sequential
action of a reducing agent and a mechanical force would first open the
most external SS bond and then break the Hbonds structure. The same
force could then elongate the domain to reach the aimed conformation.

The marked difference between the reported data on the linear and the

Figure 6.2: Kringle 4 metastable intermediate conformation. Correspondence
between three dimensional structures and energy landscape minimum: the structure in
(A) is the one corresponding to the folded state in the energy landscape (C) while the
structure in (B) corresponds to the intermediate state in reported in (C).
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Figure 6.3: Different fragments of kringle 4. (A) Two dimensional and (B) three
dimesional structures of K4, evidencing the two fragments that have been demonstrated
to have the highest anti-migratory activity: the K4-A (red) in its linear form and the
K4-C (green)in its cyclic form.

cyclic K4-C, suggests that the mainteinance of the fragment conformation
is of fundamental importance for its anti-migratory activity. As shown in
figure 6.3, the K4-C loop conformation is mainly determined by the two
internal SS bonds and by the β-sheet. Therefore the effect of the reducing
agent has to be strong enough to open the most external SSbond, but
not to go further and reduce the other two. Similarly, the external force
should be balanced to keep the domain in the intermediate conformation,
with the Hbonds structure opened and the β-sheet still entire.

To maximize K4 anti-migratory activity therefore, the redox potential
of the local environment and the action of the stretching force have to be
highly regulated, so then both the β-sheet and the internal SS bonds would
be preserved in the active partially stretched metastable conformation
(figure 6.2(A)-(B)).

Given these environment conditions (applied force and SS bond reduc-
tion) and on the basis of the energy landscapes drawn in figure 6.1, we
expect the metastable intermediate to be highly populated for K4 a bit
less populated for K2, and almost not populated for K3. The proposed
double switch model (chemical and mechanical) would therefore account
for the anti-migratory activity data reported in section 1.4 and gives an
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explanation for the higher anti-migratory acitivity showed by K4 with
respect to the other kringles.

6.3 K2-3 binding to ATPase

The K2 and K3 domains and their possible binding to ATPase were
also considered (section 1.3.2). Both the α and β subunits of F1-ATPase
expose a single binding site for the kringle domains (lys496 − glu499 for
the subunit α and lys472− glu475 for the subunit β). In the F1-ATPase
structure, these two binding sites are spaced of at least 40 Å. K2 and K3

also expose the correct sites to bind the α and β subunits (asp219 for K2

and asp309 for K3).
Unfortunately, in the folded K2-3 structure the two sites are located

at a relative distance of 10 Å and the binding with ATPase can happen

Figure 6.4: Docking simulation of the binding between K2-3 and F1ATPase.
The figure shows the structure of the K2-3-F1ATPase complex obtained from docking
simulation. The binding site lys496− glu499 of the subunit α binds the asp219 of K2

and the lys472− glu475 of the subunit β binds the asp309 of K3
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only through a single bond, either K2 or K3 with one of the two subunits.

SMD simulations of the stretching of K2-3 were performed. They show
that, at a certain time, the global conformation has K2 in the intermediate
conformation while K3 has already reached its unfolded state. Simulated
docking experiments shows that this partially stretched K2-3 structure is
able to bind the F1-ATPase on the α and β subunits simultaneously.

As shown in figure 6.4, in the obtained K2-3 conformation, the two
binding sites are found at a relative distance of 52.8 Å (from the 10 Å of
the folded structure), allowing a perfect fit with the two ATPase binding
sites located on the two subunits. In the obtained conformation, K2 is in
its intermediate metastable conformation, with the β-sheet is still intact,
while K3 shows both the Hbonds structure and β-sheet broken. This
perfectly fits with the energy landscapes reported in figure 6.1.

The described synergic action between K2 and K3, leads to an in-
creased affinity for ATPase binding, of the partially stretched K2-3 con-
formation respect to the completely folded one. This increased affinity
could have a strong positive effect on angiostatin induced apoptosis, due
to the importance that the binding of K1-5 to ATPase appears to have
in that process (section 1.3.2). The double binding between the partially
stretched K2-3 structure and ATPase, might infact be a distinguishing
feature, which could make angiostatin favoured in possible competitions
with other molecules for ATPase binding.

6.4 New insights into the anti-angiogenic mech-

anisms of angiostatin

The picture drawn in the present chapter strongly suggest that the in-
hibition of angiogenesis by angiostatin is a mechanically regulated process.
Both the proposed mechanisms (sections 6.2 and 6.3) are characterized by
a modulation of the domains functionality by external mechanical ten-
sion. This mechanical regulation however has to be always combined
with a chemical regulation, performed by the reducing environment on
the kringles disulphide bonds.
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The first innovative idea we propose is the fact that the active form
of angiostatin is a partially reduced one, and not the completely oxidized
which is normally considered in in vitro experiments on angiostatin ac-
tivity. This idea is mainly supported by the fact that, as demonstrated
in section 4.2, reducing agents able to open the kringle disulphide bonds
can be found in the extracellular environment where angiostatin acts. The
identified possible regulation mechanisms, give even stronger basis to that
idea.

This is apparently in contrast with the reported data about the very
low activity of reduced angiostatin, when compared with the oxidized
one (section 1.4.5). In the two works which mainly reports these data
[18][19], angiostatin is treated with very high DTT concentrations, lead-
ing to complete kringles reduction. This approach does not consider the
partially reduced states of the kringle domains and cannot therefore be
directly compared with the mechanisms we propose.

The complex regulation role played by disulphide bonds and reduction
environment perfectly fits with recently reported evidences of the impor-
tance of the redox control in biological processes [104][106].

A few words written by Philip J. Hogg in a recent review [106] syn-
thetically explain this concept:

”The prevailing view is that disulphide bonds have been added during
evolution to enhance the stability of proteins that function in a fluctuating
cellular environment. However, recent evidence indicates that disulphide
bonds can be more than inert structural motifs. The function of some
proteins and cell-surface receptors is controlled by the cleavage of one or
more of their disulphide bonds; this cleavage is mediated by catalysts or
facilitators that are specific for their substrate.“

The two regulation mechanisms proposed on the basis of the results of
our study, suggest that angiogenesis should be included in two innovative
and rapidly growing classes of biological processes.

The first of these classes comprises all of the biological processes whose
extent and fate is affected by mechanical tensions exerted during their
course. The second class we refer to, is the one including those processes
determined and regulated by the local environment capability of reducing
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proteins disulphide bonds. From this point of view, the proposed angio-
statin anti-angiogenic mechanism would constitute the first example of a
strong connection between these two independent regulation mechanisms.
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Part III

Materials and methods
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Chapter 7

Materials and methods

7.1 Force spectroscopy experiments

The force spectroscopy experiments are simply realized picking up by
pressure angiostatin K1-5 molecules previously deposited on a glass sur-
face. The concentration of the protein in the deposition solution as to
be carefully chosen. On the one hand, a too high concentration would
lead to protein aggregates and multiple events in the force curves (i.e.,
curves coming form the stretching of more than one molecule). On the
other hand, a too low concentration would lead to a very low probability
of picking up a molecule.

In our experiments we have chosen angiostatin concentrations such
that only the 5 − 10% of the collected force curves showed some kind of
event (which indicates that the tip has stetched one or more molecule),
while the remaining curves showed completely flat profiles. It must also
be considered that the non-flat curves ensemble not only comprises single
molecule unfolding curves, but also multiple molecules unfolding, and sin-
gle or multiple molecule detachments. In the typical experiment therefore
the number of single molecule unfolding curves ranged from 10 to 20 over
a thousand, meaning that various thousands of approach-retraction cycles
per experiment were performed to obtain a sufficient number of data.
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7.1.1 Surface choice and pre-treatments

Template stripped gold surfaces are the ones normally used to adsorb
protein molecules and perform force spectroscopy experiments. This is
due to the fact the they are very flat and characterized by very low non-
specific interaction with the cantilever tip. Furthermore gold surfaces are
able to form covalent bonds with the cystein residues possibly inserted at
one terminus of the protein. This feature is however undesirable in our
case because we do not want the surface to interact with the −SH groups
after the reduction of the SS bonds of the kringle domains. We therefore
looked for another surface to use for our experiments.

Polystyrene was the first considered surface because it was the one used
in the work of Bustanji and Samorí. In trying to repeat the experiments we
observed however some artifacts due to the detachment of polymer chains
from the surface itself. This effect could be reduced a lot by increasing
the pulling force but would anyway lead to spurious data and difficulties
in reproducing the experiments.

Freshly cleaved mica was also considered, because is the very most
used in AFM imaging of biomolecules like DNA, because of it cleaness and
flatness and strong adhesion properties. The latter feature is again un-
desirable in force spectroscopy experiments because the molecule-surface
adhesion interaction could be strong enough to interfer with the unfolding
force signal.

Glass cover-slides surface was the one finally chosen for our force ex-
periments. It does not specifically interacts with the kringle domains and
does not show strong non-specific interaction with the cantilever tip. The
non-specific interaction with the protein appear to be strong enough to
allow the protein deposition but not enough to interfer with its forced
unfolding.

The only inconvenience is that the surface has to be carefully and
properly cleaned just before the deposition of the protein. It was rinsed
first with water , then with acetone and finally with ethanol. Then it was
drawn a few times through a Bunsen flame. Then again rinsed with water
and ethanol and finally dried with nitrogen.
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7.1.2 Sample preparation for hTRX-reduction exper-

iments

The preparation of the deposition solution for the experiments with
hTRX consisted of the few steps reported below.

• The hTRX catalytic site has to be activated by a reduction reaction,
as it is performed in vivo by TRX Reductase [102]. Recombinant
hTRX (purchased from Calbiochem) 40 µM was therefore prelimi-
nary incubated for 1 hour at 37◦C with DTT (purchased from Fluka)
1 mM in HEPES buffer (pH 7, 4).

• The activated hTRX was purified by using YM−3 ultra free Micro-
con (purchased from Millipore) at 4◦C reaching a final DTT con-
centration lower than 50 µM. Control experiments performed with
DTT at 50 µM ruled out any detectable contribution of the DTT at
that concentration to the reduction of angiostatin.

• Angiostatin K1-5 (purchased from Calbiochem) 0, 15 µM was incu-
bated for 30 minutes at 37◦C with 25 µM activated hTRX in HEPES
buffer (pH 7, 4). The used hTRX concentration is very similar to
the one normally found in vivo [102]. The obtained K1-5 to hTRX
molar ratio was about 1/150.

• The obtained solution was treated with Iodoacetammide (purchased
from Fluka) 10 mM for 30 minutes at room temperature in the
dark. This step aims to maintain the reduction state obtained by
the hTRX reduction and to avoid inter-exchange reactions between
the already reduced disulphide bonds.

• Angiostatin K1-5 was finally purified from hTRX and Iodoacetam-
mide by using YM-30 ultrafree Microcon (purchased from Millipore)
at 4◦C.

• The 0, 5 µM solution of the purified K1-5 in HEPES buffer (pH
7, 4) was then deposited as a 20 µl drop on the freshly cleaned glass
surface (cleaning procedure in 7.1.1).
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• After a deposition time of 30 minutes, the sample was rinsed with
micro filtered PBS buffer and inserted in the closed cell of AFM.

7.1.3 Sample preparation for DTT-reduction experi-

ments

The preparation of the deposition solution for the experiments with
DTT was definitely less complicated then the one of hTRX. Angiostatin
K1-5 0, 1 µM was incubated for 30 minutes in 100 mM DTT micro filtered
PBS solution (K1-5 to DTT molar ratio is 1/106). A 20 µl drop of that
solution was then deposited for another 30 minutes on the cleaned glass
surface (cleaning procedure in 7.1.1) and then rinsed with micro filtered
PBS buffer.

7.1.4 AFM parameters and conditions

The force spectroscopy experiments were performed with Nanoscope
IIIa Multimode AFM (Digital Instruments), equiped with a closed fluid
cell. The hTRX reduction experiments were performed in micro filtered
PBS buffer. The approach retraction cycles were performed at a pulling
speed of 2 m/s. The DTT reduction experiments were performed in micro
filtered PBS buffer 100 mM DTT.

All the approach retraction cycles were performed with sharpened sil-
icon nitride (Si3N4) cantilevers (purchased from Park Scientific). Can-
tilever spring constants were measured previously to the experiment by
the analysis of their thermal spectrum [105] and ranged between 40 and
60 pN/nm.

7.1.5 Dynamic Force Spectroscopy experiments

For the dynamic force spectroscopy analysis, 31 experiments have been
performed, each one ranging from 2 to 10 thousands force curves. From
this amount of force curves, almost 1000 curves have been measured. The
pulling speed ranges from 100 nm/s to 5600 nm/s.
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7.2 Force curves selection and analysis

Due to the large amount of curves to be selected and analyzed, the
force curves had to be accurately organized and classified, before their
effective analysis. All of these procedures described below have been im-
plemented by custom software in MATLAB environment (MathWorks)
and are described below (see appendix A for the MatLab scripts).

7.2.1 Scaling and organization of the force curves

The DI software saves a file for each force curve which contains all of
the different parameters setted during the experiment and the raw data
of cantilever deflection.

The position of the piezo (horyzontal axis of the force curve) has to
be builded starting from a few parameters: Z-ScanStart, Z-ScanSize and
ZSensitivity. The first two of them are expressed in volts (V) and repre-
sents respectively the voltage applied to the piezo at the beginning of the
approach cycle and the voltage increment corresponding to each sampling
step. The third one is expressed in nm/V and determines the conversion
from the applied voltage to the effective piezo position.

The cantilever deflection (vertical axis of the unfolding curve) cannot
be directly red from the DI file, which contains instead the voltage values
acquired by the photodiode at each sampling time. This voltages vector
can be converted in deflection through the deflection sensitivity, a para-
meter obtained from preliminary instruments calibrations.

The last scaling step is the convertion from the deflection versus piezo
position curve to the force versus molecule extension curve. The deflection
is easily converted into force multiplying by the cantilever spring constant.
The molecule extension can be obtained by substracting the cantilever
deflection from the piezo position.

The obtained force versus extension curve shows offsets depending on
the instrument settings on both the axis. It is therefore very important
to shift the origin of the plot onto the contact point of the curve (i.e., the
point at which the tip contact the surface). This contact point can be
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determined as the intercept point between a linear fit of the non-contact
part of the curve and a linear fit of the loading ramp.

The curves from a single experiment have been organized in differ-
ent subsets. Each subset comprised a thousand curve, organized in four
matrices containing respectively approach extension, approach deflection,
retract extension and retract deflection.

7.2.2 Force curve selection and classification

The force curves were viewed and classified by means of a simple cus-
tom software, which allows to view the curves one by one and assign each
curve to a specific class, by simple mouse selection. The curves were clas-
sified in three classes: single detachment curves, unfolding curves, dirty
curves. Although the class of interest for our experiments is the unfolding
curves one, the two other classes are very important to get a feeling of
the affordability of the considered experiment (section 7.1). The union
of the three classes represents the total number of curves in which the
tip has picked up one or more molecule, while the single detachment and
the unfolding classes together give the number of curves in which a single
molecule is picked up. Typically in our experiments, the total number of
non-flat curves is form 5% to 10% of the totality. In our experiments they
normally consist of 3% to 6% of single detachment curves, 1% to 2% of
unfolding curves and 1%to2% of dirty curves.

7.2.3 Force curve analysis

The single unfolding force curve is analyzed by a custom MatLab pro-
gram which perform a double parameters fit on each unfolding peak. The
fit function is a WLC (equation 2.3) and the two fit parameters are the
persistence length (range of variation from 3, 5 to 7 Å) and the contour
length. The fit is not normally performed on the entire peak profile. It’s
better infact to exclude the final part of the peak, because it can be af-
fected by small enthalpic deviations from the entropic elasiticity profile.
The implemented analysis program allows to directly select the fit interval
on the curve plot and, moreover, to direclty select the unfolding force. The
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m1

(nm)
m2

(nm)
m3

(nm)
σ1

(nm)
σ2

(nm)
σ3

(nm)
A1 A2 A3

hTRX 12 20 28 2, 6 1, 8 4, 8 50 25 7

DTT 12, 4 21 30, 5 4 2, 5 3, 5 94, 7 91, 5 55, 8

Table 7.1: Triple gaussian fit of length increments hystograms. The table
reports the parameters resulting from the triple gaussian fit (equation 7.1) of the two
length increments distribution relative to the experiments with hTRX and with DTT.

actual fit procedure was implemented in our script by using the facilities
of the MatLab 6.0 Curve Fitting Toolbox.

Once all of the peaks in the force curve are fitted, the length of the
unfolded domains are calculated as the difference in fitted contour length
between successive peaks. The length increment distributions (reported in
figure 5.3 for the esperiment with DTT and in figure 4.3 for the one with
hTRX), were fitted by a triple gaussian function (i.e., the sum of three
gaussian distribution), such as:

g(x) = A1e

(
(x−m1)2

2σ2
1

)
+ A2e

(
(x−m2)2

2σ2
2

)
+ A3e

(
(x−m3)2

2σ2
3

)
(7.1)

In table 7.1 are reported the results of the fit for the experiments with
hTRX and the one with DTT.

7.3 Dynamic force spectroscopy analysis

On the basis of the triple gaussian fit, the unfolding force data from the
experiment with DTT were divided in three ensembles, depending on the
reduction state of the unfolded domain. This subdivision was implemented
by the identification of three length increment ranges m± σ:

• reduction state I =⇒ (8.5− 16.5) nm;

• reduction state II =⇒ (18.5− 23.5) nm;

• reduction state III =⇒ (27− 34) nm.
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v (nm/s) F I
u (pN) F II

u (pN) F III
u (pN)

100 74 75 81

900 79 82 84

1800 89 86 87

2700 89 95 90

5600 91 98 91

Table 7.2: Experimental most probable unfolding forces. The table reports,
for the three kringle reduction states I, II and III, the most probable unfolding force
at the five considered pulling velocities.

I II III

m 4, 0± 3, 2 5, 6± 3, 9 2, 6± 1, 5

q 140± 44 160± 53 122± 21

Table 7.3: Linear fits of the force versus logarithm of pulling speed plots.
The table reports, for the three kringle reduction states I, II and III, the parameters
resulting from a fit with the function Fu = q + m ln(v), where the force is expressed
in pN and the pulling speed in m/s. For each m and q parameter the 95% confidence
interval is reported.

7.3.1 Unfolding force versus pulling speed dependence

The unfolding force data of each reduction state were classified on
the basis of the pulling speed and the most probable unfolding force was
determined for each subclass (table 7.2). The three plots of the unfolding
forces as a function of the natural logarithm of the pulling speed (one for
each reduction state) showed the expected linear dependence (figures 5.4
and 5.7) and were fitted by a linear function of the type Fu = q + m ln(v)

(table 7.3).
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7.3.2 Direct determination of the energy barrier po-

sition

As evidenced in section 3.3.2, it’s not generally possible to obtain the
energy barrier position directly from the dependence of the unfolding force
on the pulling speed. On the other hand, in our specific case, it’s possible
to reach a very good estimation of the barrier position directly from the
fit parameters reported in table 7.3. This is possible by the approximation
described below.

The relation between loading rate and pulling speed. Denoting
with z the piezo position, with r the loading rate and with v the pulling
speed we can easily write the serie of equations:

r =
dF

dt
=

dF

dz

dz

dt
=

dF

dz
· v = Keq(z) · v (7.2)

Equation 7.2 evidences that the loading rate is related to the pulling
speed by the the first derivative of force on the piezo position (dF/dz).
Being the slope of the F(z) dependence, this term represents therefore
the elasticity of the bridge connecting the piezo and the surface. In other
words, it represents the elasticity equivalent to the serial connection of the
linear elasticity of cantilever (Hooke’s law) and the entropic elasticity of
the protein molecule (WLC, section 2.2.2). We therefore logically denote
it as Keq(z).

The equivalent elasticity. The dependence of the applied force F

on the piezo position z can be determined from the equation 3.5, which
represents the equilibrium between the force acting on the cantilever and
the one acting on the molecule. We can write it again as a function of the
piezo position:

F (z) =
kBT

p

z − F (z)
kc

L
+

1

4

1−
z − F (z)

kc

L

−2

− 1

4

 (7.3)
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Figure 7.1: Constant elasticity approximation. (A) Plot of the force as a func-
tion of the piezo position and (B) of its first derivative, which represents the equivalent
elasticity of the cantilever-molecule sistem. The plot reproduce our experimental con-
ditions: cantilever spring constant of 50 pN/nm, molecule persistence length of 4 Å,
molecule contour length of 28 nm. (C) A zoom of the same plots shows that to the
force range of 70−100 pN we have in our experiments, corresponds a range of elasticity
of 24− 30 pN/nm.
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Equation 7.3 is a third grade equation in the variable F , which can be
re-written by simple algebra in the typical third-grade-polynomial form:

a(z)F 3 + b(z)F 2 + c(z)F + d(z) = 0 (7.4)

where all of the four coefficients depends on the piezo position z. Equation
7.4 has just one real solution when the molecule extension is lower than
the contour length (i.e., if z − F (z)/kc < L), which corresponds to the
z range of physical significance of the WLC model. The solution of the
equation 7.4 as a function of z, with parameter values correspondent to
our experiments, as well as its first derivative (Keq(z)), are reported in
figure 7.1 (A) and (B).

Unfolding elasticity dependence on the pulling speed. Figure
7.1 clearly shows that unfolding events happening at different forces are
characterized by different elasticities. Being the unfolding force dependent
on the pulling velocity, also the elasticity at the unfolding point (Keq(zu))
depends on it. We can now ask ourselves what incidence this dependence
has on our experiments.

The unfolding forces in our experiments are all comprised in a range
from about 75 pN to 100 pN (see table 7.2). As shown in figure 7.1(C),
these two unfolding force values respectively correspond to equivalent elas-
ticities of 24 pN/nm and 30 pN/nm. We could therefore assume each
unfolding event in our experiments to be characterized by an equivalent
elasicity Ku

eq = (27± 3) pN/nm, constant in the whole speed range.
Determination of the energy barrier. If we now combine the

equation of the dependence of the unfolding force on the loading rate
(equation 3.3) with the equation 7.2 we obtain

Fu = q∗ + m∗ ln(Ku
eq) + m∗ ln(v) (7.5)

where the coefficients m∗ and q∗ denotes

m∗ =
kBT

∆x+
f→u

(7.6)

q∗ =
kBT

∆x+
f→u

ln

(
∆x+

f→u

k0
f→ukBT

)
(7.7)
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The approximation of constant Ku
eq permits to re-write the 7.5

Fu = constant + m∗ ln(v) (7.8)

and therefore the slope of the linear dependece of the force on the loga-
rithm of the loading rate is equal to the slope of the dependence on the
pulling speed (in the constant elasticity approximation, obviously).

We can at this point calculate the energy barrier position directly from
the force versus pulling speed fit, by using the first of the equation 7.6 (for
m∗ = m), using the fitted line slope reported in table 7.3. The obtained
values for the barrier position are (10± 8) Å for reduction state I, (8± 4)
Å for reduction state II, (16 ± 8) Å for reduction state III (uncertainties
are simply calculated by error propagation theory).

We must however give an estimation of the error associated with the
constant elasticity approximation. The uncertainty we have graphically
associated at Ku

eq leads to a relative error in the ln(Ku
eq) of about the

6%. The values reported in table 7.3 for the fitted line slopes are affected
by a relative uncertainty of the order of the 50%. Compared to these
values, that error of the 6% can be neglected and the constant elasticity
approximation can be confidently applied.

7.3.3 Monte Carlo simulations

Monte Carlo simulations of the stretching experiment were performed
on the basis of what reported in section 3.3.3, with a time step of 10−5

s and a protein molecule composed of two modules (the case of three
unfolded modules is very rare in our experiments). Three different contour
length were used, corresponding to the different levels of reduction. Also
five different pulling speeds were used (the same as the experiments), to
simulate the dependence of the unfolding force on the pulling speed. The
single stretching cycle was repated 500 times for each set of conditions.

The meeting between simulated and experimental speed dependence
was obtained in a two step procedure. First, the barrier position leading
to the same slope in the linear dependence was identified. This is possi-
ble because the slope only depend on the barrier position. Second, once
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identified the correct slope, the intercept to ensure the best fit of the data
was identified.

The barrier positions resulting from the Monte Carlo simulations are
10 Å, 8 Å and 16 Å, respectively for the reduction states I, II and III.
This directly confirms the validity of the constant elasticity approximation
in our experiments. The order of magnitude of the obtained rates of
dissociation are 10−10 s−1 for the reduction state III, and 10−5 s−1.

7.4 SMD simulations and docking

The SMD and docking simulations were performed by Emidio Capriotti
in the Biocomputing laboratory (CIRB - University of Bologna, University
of Bologna) leaded by Rita Casadio.

SMD simulations. The kringle domain was first placed in a water
volume of 6x6x6 Å, then a 5 ps minimization cycle and a 20 ps warming
cycle (300 K) were performed. Finally, the domain was stretched for
300− 500 ps (pulling speed 1 mm/s), by applying force on the Cα of the
last residue while keeping fixed the Cα of the first one.

The molecular dynamic software used for the simulations is NAMD
(www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/namd/); the topologic construction a-nd the
solvatation pattern were obtained by GROMACS (www.gromacs.org). Sim-
ulations were performed on a Boewulf cluster (10 CPU Pentium III).

Docking simulations The stretched K2-3 fragment was obtained af-
ter 140 ps of steered molecular dynamic simulation starting from the hu-
man protein structure (1KI04, in the Protein Data Bank (PDB)). The
two subunits of F1-ATPase were extracted selecting the chains A and E
of the crystal structure labelled 1BMF in the PDB. According to [22], the
residues K496 and E475 in chain A and K472 and E475 in chain E of
the bovin F1-ATPase are the interaction sites for D229 and D319 of the
K2-3 fragment. Docking of the angiostatin fragment to the ATPase was
performed using Z-DOCK 36. Simulation was carried out assuming that
the two proteins interact specifically in the above residue positions and
considering patches of 10 Å radius centered on the relative binding sites.
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Conclusions

The aim of this thesis was to propose and partially demonstrate the
hypothesis that mechanical forces can regulate the functional state of an-
giostatin and regulate its anti-angiogenic activity in vivo. This hypothesis
requires angiostatin to satisfy two basic conditions: the protein must ex-
perience stretching forces in vivo and its domains must be accessible to
mechanical unfolding.

The capability of angiostatin to bind both endothelial cells transmem-
brane receptors and extracellular matrix proteins suggest that it very likely
experiences mechanical forces and tensions in vivo, either due to the con-
tinuos relative movements of the ECM components or to the tension trans-
mitted along the cytoskeleton-ECM connection.

The unfolding accessibility of angiostatin domains is a more difficult
condition to satisfy. Due to their triple loop topology defined by three
internal disulphide bonds, the kringle domains in their native structure
cannot be mechanically unfolded by forces of the intensity of those nor-
mally applied in vivo. Only after the action of a reducing agent, and the
consequent opening of one ore more of the disulphide bonds, the kringles
can be driven to partial or even complete mechanical unfolding, depen-
dently on their reduction state.

Human thioredoxin is a potent reducing agent, physiologically active in
the extracellular environment and over-expressed on the surface of tumor
cells. For these reasons it’s been identified as a highly rated candidate
to act as a regulator of angiostatin kringles accessibility to mechanical
unfolding.

Single molecule force spectroscopy experiments performed on angio-
statin K1-5 after treatments with human thioredoxin, has shown that the
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latter is able to reduce the disulphide bonds of the kringle domains, and
drive them towards all of their reduction states. Therefore angiostatin
should be present in vivo not only in its fully oxidized state, but also in
a series of partially reduced structures. The prevalence of one of these
species respect to the others might be determined and regulated by the
local concentration of reducing agents.

The response to mechanical stretching of the kringle domains in their
different reduction states has been studied by single molecule force spec-
troscopy, combined with steered molecular dynamics simulations. These
studies has been focused on K2, K3 and K4 and evidenced that the me-
chanical resistence of these three domains to forced unfolding is determined
by two structural elements, independently on their reduction state (once
the most external SS bond is opened): two hydrogen bonds connecting
the domain termini (the Hbonds structure) and a small β-sheet internal
to the structure.

In response to mechanical stretching, the Hbonds structure breaks first,
leading to an intermediate conformation. The subsequent rupture of the
β-sheet determines the catastrophic domain unfolding. The intermediate
conformation appears to be very stable for K4, a bit less stable for K2,
and almost completely unstable for K3.

The obtained results has been discussed and two mechanisms of mecha-
nochemical regulation have been proposed, based on reported angiostatin
activity and binding data.

The anti-migratory activity of K4 would be increased by its interme-
diate partially stretched stable conformation respect to its native one, by
exposing the domain most active fragments. In the identified active con-
formation both the β-sheet and two of the disulphide bonds has to be
preserved. A very fine regulation of the redox potential of the local en-
vironment and of the action of the stretching force would therefore be
required.

A partially stretched K2-3 structure has been demonstrated by docking
simulations to bind both the α and β subunits of F1-ATPase, thank to a
binding site exhibited by both K2 and K3. This synergic binding would
not be possible for the native K2-3 structure, because the distance between
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the two binding sites does not fit with the one of ATPase.
This synergic action between K2 and K3 would lead to an increased

affinity for ATPase binding of the partially stretched K2-3 conformation
respect to the completely folded one. This increased affinity could have a
strong positive effect on angiostatin induced apoptosis (and therefore on
its anti-angiogenic activity), due to the important role that the binding of
K1-5 to ATPase appears to play in that process.

The picture drawn in the present chapter strongly suggests that the in-
hibition of angiogenesis by angiostatin is a mechanically regulated process.
Both the proposed mechanisms are characterized by a modulation of the
domains functionality by external mechanical tension. This mechanical
regulation however has to be always combined with a chemical regula-
tion, performed by the reducing environment on the kringles disulphide
bonds. The complex regulation role played by disulphide bonds and re-
duction environment perfectly fits with recently reported evidences of the
importance of the redox control in biological processes.

Angiogenesis should therefore be included in two innovative and rapidly
growing classes of biological processes. The first of these classes comprises
all of the biological processes whose extent and fate is affected by me-
chanical tensions exerted during their course. The second class we refer
to, is the one including those processes determined and regulated by the
local environment capability of reducing proteins disulphide bonds. From
this point of view, the proposed angiostatin anti-angiogenic mechanism of
action would constitute the first example of a strong connection between
these two independent regulation mechanisms.
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Appendix A

MatLab scripts: scaling of force

curves

The MatLab function here reported scales correctly the single

force curve and shifts its axis origin on the contact point.

function [fextendc,fretractc,extdomain,retdomain,Err]=

trans3(filename,parameters,extend,retract,k,detectsens)

%

%trans3

%

% function [extendc,retractc,extdomain,retdomain,Err]=

% trans3(filename,parameters,extend,retract,k,detectsens)

%

%The function takes as input variables parameters and data from a single

%force curve file, as they are given by the function ’leggi.m’ and it gives

%back four column vectors:

%

% fextendc = force data of the extension part of the curve (pN)

% fretract = force data of the retraction part of the curve (pN)

% extdomain = plot domain for the extension data (nm)

% retdomain = plot domain for the retraction data (nm)

% Err = contains an integer identifier for errors in data manipulation

%

%The four vectors are translated to have the contact point at the zero of the plot.

%Furthermore the two domain vectors are corrected by the deflection so then ’extdomain’

%and ’retdomain’ contain the actual tip-surface distance (and not the piezo position)

%

%Input variables:

%

% filename = name of the force curve file as a string (ES: ’17II03.857’)

% k = cantilever spring constant (pN/nm)

% detectsens = sensitivity of the photo-detector (nm/V)
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% parameters = 1x6 vector containing

% [deflection limit, sampsperline extend,

% sampsperline retract, zsensitivity, scanstart, scansize]

% extend = column vector containing the extension curve data

% retract = column vector containing the retraction curve data

%

%For ’parameters’, ’extend’, ’retract’ you should straightly use the output vectors

%of the function ’leggi.m’.

%

%In case the function can’t find the contact point, an error message is shown

%and data are not translated and corrected.

%

%Necessary functions: contafit.m

%

deflimit=parameters(1);

sampsperline1=parameters(2);

sampsperline2=parameters(3);

zsensitivity=parameters(4);

scanstart=parameters(5);

scansize=parameters(6);

%

%Deflection data scaling

%

retract=retract*(deflimit/65536)*detectsens;

extend=extend*(deflimit/65536)*detectsens;

%

%Piezo data scaling

%

piezoscansize=zsensitivity*scansize;

piezoscanstart=zsensitivity*scanstart;

plotdomain1=(piezoscanstart:piezoscansize/(sampsperline1-1):piezoscanstart+piezoscansize);

plotdomain1=plotdomain1’;

plotdomain2=(piezoscanstart:piezoscansize/(sampsperline2-1):piezoscanstart+piezoscansize);

plotdomain2=plotdomain2’;

%

%The next part of the program finds the contact point of the curve as the

%intersection between the non-contact line and the contact line of the

%extension part of the curve. First order interpolation of data is used to

%determine the equations of the two linw to intersect.

%

%Non-contact fit: the portion of data considered is the one between the 85%

%and the 95% of the total number of points of the extension curve.

%

far1=70*sampsperline1/100;

far1=floor(far1);

far2=99*sampsperline1/100;

far2=floor(far2);

fardomain=plotdomain1(far1:far2);

farext=extend(far1:far2);

farline=polyfit(fardomain,farext,1); %farline(1)=slope // farline(2)=termine noto

%
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%Contact fit: the beginning and the end of the contact line has to be

%identified.

%

Err=0;

%

%Contact fit STEP1: we look for the extreme of the contact line

%

alt=length(extend);

j=1;

while extend(j+1) >= extend(j)

j=j+1;

if j>=alt

Err=1;

break

end

end

contatto1=j;

if Err==0

while extend(j+5) <=extend(j)

j=j+1;

if j>=alt

break

Err=1

end

end

end

contatto2=j;

%

%Check for errors in STEP1

%

if Err==1

extdomain=plotdomain1;

retdomain=plotdomain2;

fextendc=k*extend;

fretractc=k*retract;

return

end

%

%Contact fit STEP2: we fit a part of the data

%

[nearline,Err]=contafit(contatto1,contatto2,plotdomain1,extend);

%nearline(1)=slope //// nearline(2)=termine noto

%

%Check for errors in STEP2

%

if Err==2

zcontatto=plotdomain1(contatto2); %Couldn’t fit the contact line

freedefl=extend(contatto2); %Contact point determined roughly

else

%

%Contact point and free deflection are determined by intersecting the two fit lines
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%

zcontatto=-(nearline(2)-farline(2))/(nearline(1)-farline(1));

freedefl=farline(1)*zcontatto+farline(2);

end

%

%Translation of the origin of axis on the contact point

%

plotdomain1c=plotdomain1-zcontatto;

plotdomain2c=plotdomain2-zcontatto;

extendc=extend-freedefl;

retractc=retract-freedefl;

%

%Deflection Correction

%

extdomain=plotdomain1c+extendc;

retdomain=plotdomain2c+retractc;

%

%Convertion to forces

%

fextendc=k*extendc;

fretractc=k*retractc;

%
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Appendix B

MatLab scripts: Monte Carlo

simulation

The following master program executes Monte Carlo simulations

of stretching experiments at a fixed barrier position, for various

values of pulling speed and unfolding rate. Each simulation comprises

500 tip retraction cycles.

%Master program for MonteCarlo simulation of protein stretching experiments

%

%

%Global variables initialization

%

global Et Kc p elle Lc N dt

%

Kb=1.34*10^(-23); %[J/K] Boltzman Constant

T=300; %[K] Temperature

Et=Kb*T; %[J] Thermal Energy (!global!)

p=4*1e-10; %[m] Persistence Length (!global!)

Kc=0.045; %[N/m] Cantilever Spring Constant (!global!)

%

N=2; %[] Total Number of Domains (!global!)

Lc=15*1e-9; %[m] Folded protein Length (!global!)

elle=28*1e-9; %[m] Domain contour length (!global!)

dt=1e-5; %[s] Time step (!global!)

%

%

%Input variables initialization

%

v=0; %[m/s] Piezo velocity x=v*t
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Xu=5*1e-10; %[m] Unfolding Distance

Xf=2*1e-7; %[m] Folding Distance Xf>>Xu

a0=0; %[1/s] Unfolding Rate at zero force

b0=0; %[1/s] Unfolding Rate at zero force

%

Par=[0.1*1e-6 1e-3;

0.1*1e-6 1e-4;

0.1*1e-6 1e-5;

0.2*1e-6 1e-3;

0.2*1e-6 1e-4;

0.2*1e-6 1e-5;

1*1e-6 1e-3;

1*1e-6 1e-4;

1*1e-6 1e-5;

5*1e-6 1e-3;

5*1e-6 1e-4;

5*1e-6 1e-5];

%

Fu=[];

Tu=[];

for i=1:12

v=Par(i,1);

a0=Par(i,2);

Funf=[];

Tunf=[];

tic

for j=1:500

[Funft,Tunft]=MoCa(v,Xu,a0,Xf,b0);

Funf=[Funf Funft];

Tunf=[Tunf Tunft];

end

t(i)=toc;

Fu=[Fu;Funf];

Tu=[Tu;Tunf];

end

%

clear Funf Funft Tunf Tunft a0 i j v

save 2704onA

%

The following function performs the Monte Carlo cycle for a

single tip retraction phase.

function[Funf,Tunf]=MoCa(v,Xu,a0,Xf,b0)

%

%[Funf,Tunf]=MoCa(v,Xu,a0,Xf,b0)

%
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%The function perform a Monte Carlo simulation of the forced unfolding

%of a single protein composed of N identical domains (or more generally,

%the forced rupture of a sequence of identical bonds).

%The energy function along the unfolding (rupture) pathway is supposed to

%be a "two state energy profile" descripted by four parameters: unfolding

%and refolding rates and distances (see "Rief et al., Physical Review

%Letters, V.81, N.21, p.4764-67" for deeper information about the energy model).

%

%The function should work as a SUBROUTINE of a MASTER PROGRAM in which some

%general experiment parameters must be defined as GLOBAL VARIABLES:

%

%Thermal Energy [J] Et (Et=Kb*T)

%Cantilever Spring Constant [N/m] Kc

%Persistence Length [m] p

%Total Number of Domains [] N

%Folded protein Length [m] Lc

%Domain contour length [m] elle

%Time step [s] dt

%

%Function INPUT VARIABLES:

%

%Piezo velocity [m/s] v

%Unfolding Distance [m] Xu

%Folding Distance [m] Xf

%Unfolding Rate at zero force [1/s] a0

%Refolding Rate at zero force [1/s] b0

%

%The simulation is based on a loop: at each cicle the time t goes in t+dt.

%At each time t a few steps are performed:

% - determination of of the force F at the time t from

% the WomrLikeChain formula (by the funtion WLCsolve.m);

% - determination of the folding and refolding probabilities

% af=a0*exp(F*Xu/Et); unfolding rate at force F

% Pu=n*af*dt; unfolding prob at time t, between t and t+dt

% bf=b0*exp(-F*Xf/Et); folding rate at force F

% Pf=(N-n)*bf*dt; folding prob at time t, between t and t+dt

% - generation of a random number in (0,1) interval, to

% determine which event takes place.

%

%Function OUTPUT VARIABLES:

%

%Row vector of unfolding forces [N] Funf=[];

%Row vector of unfolding times [s] Tunf=[];

%

%

global Et Kc p elle Lc N dt

%

%Local variables initialization

%

t=0; %[s] time

F=0; %[N] force F=F(x)=F(t)
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n=N; %[] number of folded domains

L=Lc; %[m] Initial contour length

ext=[]; %[m] extension

force=[]; %[N] force

Funf=[]; %[N] vector of unfolding forces

Tunf=[]; %[s] vector of unfolding times

%

%The cicle has to be optimized: only the loop dependent calculations has to

%be performed inside the loop itself.

%Cicle independent constants: these constants won’t be changed

%during the whole cicle.

K=(p*Kc)/(Et);

CPu=a0*dt;

CPf=b0*dt;

CuExp=Xu/Et;

CfExp=-(Xf/Et);

%Constants dependents on the number of unfolded domains.

%They are initialized to n=N and they will be changed during the cicle only

%when the number of unfolded domains changes.

%The constants definition is reported in the left comments.

nCPu=N*CPu; % nCPu=n*CPu

nCPf=0; % nCPf=(N-n)*CPf

rV=v/Lc; % rV=v/L

EqC=K*Lc; % EqC=K*L

Nfor=Kc*Lc; % Nfor=Kc*L

%With these definitions the probabilities expressions become:

%

% Pu=nCPu*exp(F*CuExp);

% Pf=nCPf*exp(F*CfExp);

%

%Simulation loop

%

while n~=0 % n=0 means that all the domains have unfolded

% so the sim go for a new curve

rpos=rV*t; % piezo position relative to L rpos=v*t/L

r=WLCsolve(rpos,EqC); % r contains the three solutions of the WLC implicit

% third grade equation. When 0<rpos<1 the equation

% has two complex solutions and a real one, which is the

% one we choose. F(t) is related to the solution by

% the relation r=F/(kc*L)

F=r(3)*Nfor; % Force at time t

%

Pu=nCPu*exp(F*CuExp);% unfolding probability at force F between t and t+dt

Pf=nCPf*exp(F*CfExp);% folding probability at force F between t and t+dt

%

csi=rand; % generates a random number between 0 and 1

% 0<csi<Pu ==> one domain unfolds

% Pu<csi<(Pu+Pf) ==> one domain refolds

% (Pu+Pf)<csi<(1-Pu-Pf) ==> nothing happens

%

if csi<Pu
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Funf=[Funf F];

Tunf=[Tunf t];

n=n-1;

L=L+elle;

nCPu=n*CPu;

nCPf=(N-n)*CPf;

rV=v/L;

EqC=K*L;

Nfor=Kc*L;

elseif csi>Pu & csi<(Pu+Pf)

n=n+1;

L=L-elle;

nCPu=n*CPu;

nCPf=(N-n)*CPf;

rV=v/L;

EqC=K*L;

Nfor=Kc*L;

end

%

t=t+dt;

%

% force=[force F];

% ext=[ext v*t-r(3)*L];

end

%

The following function solves the third grade equation describing

the equilibrium of the forces on the tip-molecule elastic sistem.

function[y]=WLCsolve(x,K)

% Funzione che risolve l’equazione implicita in y :

%

% 0.25*[1-x+y]^(-2) - 0.25 + [x-y] - K*y = 0

%

% Notare che l’equazione non è altro che la WormLikeChain per

%

% y = [F/(kc*L)] - F forza agente sulla catena

% - L contour length

% x= v*t/L - v velocità del piezo

% K= (p*kc*L)/(Kb*T) - kc costante di forza del cantilever

% - p persistence length

% - t tempo

% - Kb*T energia termica

%

% Per (1-x+y) diverso da 0 l’equazione si può esplicitare in

%
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% c3*y^3 + c2*y^2 + c1*y + c0 = 0

%

% con

%

% c3 = (1+K)

%

% c2 = 0.25 - x + 2*(1+K)*(1-x)

%

% c1 = (1-x) * [0.5 - 2*x + (1+K)*(1-x)]

%

% c0 = (0.25-x)*[(1-x)^(-2)] - 0.25

%

% La funzione richiede i parametri x e K e risolve per y

%

%

c3=(1+K);

c2=0.25-x+2*(1+K)*(1-x);

c1=(1-x)*[0.5-2*x+(1+K)*(1-x)];

c0=-0.25+(0.25-x)*[(1-x)^(-2)];

c=[c3 c2 c1 c0];

y=roots(c);
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